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Notation /105
x arc length along the wall, measured from the
leading edge
!
J
y distance from _he wall !
z span directior, perpendicular to the x-y plane Ji
U® velocity of oncoming flow I[
U 0 velocity component of the boundary layer main flow
P0 pressure in the main flow
U,V,W components of the boundary layer velocity
P pressure in the boundary layer
u,v,w longitudinal vortex disturbance components
Ul, Vl_ w I longitudinal vortex disturbance amplitudes
Pl pressure disturbance amplitude
u_ secondary instability amplitude -_
f secondary instability frequency
t time
R radius of curvature for the model surface
6=--]7-_--_- stability or GOrtler parameter
F
D'"
K U,2 _1 •_'_ curve of constant wavelength in the stability
VR diagram
w.
vB =Iv B1 bubble velocity ._-
At time between two exposures during photographing of
bubbles
As = IASI length of the path covered by a bubble in the time
between two exposures
M scale of reproduction
I logitudinal vortex wavelength
2_
m =--_ wave number
, 8 excitation quantity
,_",: 6 boundary layer thickness
_ 0 momentum thickness
iv
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!_ ._' v kinematic viscosity
e hot wire excess temperature
xs,Y s bubble proh._ locations
XHD-S' YHD-S hot ;','_.reprobe locations
Gs or GHD_S stability parameter at the locations of a bubble
or hot wire probe
|
r
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_/i_I EXPERIMENTAL STUDY OF THE LAMINAR-TURBULENT TRANSITION OF A
_I CONCAVE WALL IN A PARALLEL FLOW
H. Bippes
Institute for Applied Mathematics and Mechanics, German Aero-
nautics and Aerospace Center for Research and Testing, Freiburg,
_ West Germany
Summary /io6"
_ The instability of the laminar boundary layer flow along a
._, concave wall was studied experimentally. Detailed observations
of these three-dimensional boundary layer phenomena were made
• _ using the hydrogen-bubble visualization technique. With the
_I application of stereo-photogrammetric methods in the air-water
system it was possible to investigate the flow processes qualita-
y_.!_ tively and quantitatively. In the case of a concave wall ofsufficient c rvature, a primary instability o curs first in the
form of G6rtler vortices with wavelengths depending upon the
boundary layer thickness and the wall curvature. At the onset
the amplification rate is in agreement with the linear theory.
Later, during the non-linear amplification stage, periodic span-
wise vorticity concentrations develop in the low velocity region
between the longitudinal vortices. Then a meandering motion of
the longitudinal vortex streets subsequently ensues, ultimately
leading tc turbulence.
1. Introduction
In previous studies it has been shown that before becoming
turbulent, laminar boundary layers first assume an unstable state.
Randomly occurring small disturbances then become more and more
strongly excited downstream until they finally bring about the
breakdown of the original flow pattern -- the lamlnar-turbulent
transition. While the initial stagees of this development aro
still largely within the reach of theoretical treatment, it /107
becomes more and more difficult to describe the subsequent
development theoretically the closer one approaches the transition.
Now the purpose of this work is to make an empirical con-
tribution to the further clarification of this problem, using the
special case of a concave wall in a parallel flow. This example
ahs already been treated several times. The findings obtained
up to now show that in contrast to what occurs on flat walls,
on a concave wall a three-dimensional instability in the form of
counter-rotating pairs of longitudinal vortices with axes in
:'7_ the direction of flow develop and thus confirm the theoretical
i!!_!I statement by H. GSrtler [I] in this regard. In the literature
_ Numbers in the margin indicate pagination in the foreign text.
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_J these vortices are referred to as Taylor-GSrtler vortices or
_ also as GSrtler vortices. In addition, there are also periodic
_ spanwise vorticity concentrations, s_milar to Tollmien-
Schlichting waves, which produce the turbulence in the flat
boundary layers in the course of their two-dimensional and non-
linear development.
In contrast to the previous studies, a special objective ofthis work will be to observe the development of GSrtler vortices
isolated as much as possible from the Tollmien-Schlichting waves.
It is hoped to be able to explain what effect GSrtler vortices
I exert on the transition, or whether the transition isn't reduced
as it is in the case of flat walls. Moreover, an effort is made,
along with a few comparisons of the theory, to also find incen-
tives for expanding the solution equations.
In the experiments the flow is made visible with the
hydrogen-bubble method and it is photographed with a photo-
grammetric stereocamera. In this way it is possible to correctly
recognize and interpret the three-dimensional events. The
stereo photographs are also analyzed photogrammetrically in order
to be able to make quantitative statements. In this way i_ is
possible to indicate the magnitude and direction of the velocity
at a specific point.
2. The Stabilit_ of the Boundary Layer Along a Concave Wall
2.1 Results of Theoretical Studies
The special feature of f]ow_ along curved wallz is the
occurrence of the centrifugal force as an impressed external
force. In the boundary layer on concave walls it decreases from
the outer margin of the boundary layer towards the wall with
radii of curvature R >_ 6 corresponding to the distribution of the
main flow velocity UO, which in this c_ae is equivalent to a
circumferential velocity. If in the resulting force field a
particle is deflected by a disturbance from its equilibrium
position towards the inner or outer edge of the boundary layer,
then it reache_ zones of lesser or grea_er centrifugal force and /108
in each case its movement is reinforced (see [2]). G.I. Taylor
• [3] was the first to study the stability of such a flow both
theoretically and experimentelly using the example of concen-
:_ tri_ally rotating cylinders. In so doing, he found that
starting with a certain number characteristic for the problem
the Couette flow in the gap between the two cylinders became
unstable compared with flows in the form of counter-rotating
_ vortex pairs with axes in the circumferential direction.
A similar result was obtained by H. GSrtler [i] for the
flow next to a concave wall. Fig. 1 gives the disturbance
equation as it was inserted into the Navier.-Stokes equations
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u_\_ in Eli Here U0 (y) stands for the"--.. main flow velocity and uI (y)cos_z,
_*_&_..... _' _U_.'_ :_'_ - vl(Y)COSaZ and w_(y)sln_z are the
_ ___b_ly_ i components of th_ perturbed mot ion°
The factor eBt specifies its
......... -----, excitation over time. The figure
_ also shows the sketch of the
- _ - _ _ assumed vortex disturbance and the
_ _ distribution of its components in
_ __ -----_ the span direction. The system
oj U.Uo y_+.,_y,_o_t Av of equations obtained after lineari-
V- v1 _y_cos,_ z e _t I
_ w. w_(y_,,o_:_t _ "-- -_ zation with respect to the small
• ._.._0_,,,+_cy_o,_,_t I, disturbances leads to the elgenvalue
i problem. The results of the
_---: approximate solution given in ElSm
are contained in the stability
diagram shown in Fig. 2. From this
it can be seen above which
._ stability parameter
Fig. 1. The longitudinal
vortex disturbance. /VU,:_ !
• _ C2 Or, 35 OB I0 ?0 _.0 %:J_010 :_ _0 60 _
'O0
20_0
_.,.a taken as an eigenvalue the boundary
_. _0clayer becomes unstable in the face /I0___99
_ of longitudinal vortices of a
_:I _0ccertain wavelength _e and to what
_0_extent these are excited. The
_0 _ curves of constant excitation
-- V
_ can be regarded as valid as long
: as the assumptions necessary for
llnearlzation are observed,0_5
G6rtler's results were confirmed
by a rigorous solution of the same
°_00_ 00_ 0_00_0_0 0,_ 0_,0_,_ _ _0_0 elgenvalue problem by G. H_mmerlin
[_], [5]. The neutral curve found
_"< in these articles is also plotted
Fig. 2. Stability diagram in the stability diagram in Fig. 2.
according to Eli with the
neutral curves according to Using a different approach,
[2] and [5]. A,N,O. Smith [2] made a solution
equation for the same boundary
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layer problem, by, among other thin_s, allowing an outer flow _
dependent on x and a boundary layer thickness dependent on x.
Moreover, he assumed flows which, unlike those of GBrtler [I] _-:
and H_mmerlin [4], [5] did not develop over time, but developed
downstream, i.e. along the path. Thus the results of his ,_
approximation solution can be compared with those of GSrtler and .....
H_mmerlin only with respect to the neutral curve where the _
disturbances are neither damped nor excited. Such a comparison,
however, shows good agreement especially with H_hnmperlin's /_IIO _
calculation. As a stability parameter Smith introduces the _
value /6dx (with 6 again a measure for the degree of excitation
of the vortex disturbance), however he points out that for the ....
special case of constant curvature and constan_ outer flow the
j parameter introduced by GSrtler is also suitable for describing --
the stability condition. Smith's solution equation comes __
especially close to the physical event in an experiment, since
here too the boundary layer and the instability increase down- _
stream, i.e. in the x direction. To be sure, the ei&enfunctions
approximately determined with a Galerkin method to some extent
show a purely mathematically determined abnormal behavior so
that comparisons with the experiment are not automatically
possible.
2.2 Results of Previous Experimental Studies
Before the theoretical work of GSrtler [I] was known,
M. and F. Clauser [6] in their experiments on flat and curved
walls, had already found that the laminar boundary layer on
a concave wall becomes turbulent at smaller Re numbers than on
flat and convex walls. Their findings were later confirmed by
experiments by H. W. Liepmann [7], [8]. These were done after °
the publication of [1] on the same, somewhat improved wind tunnel.
Liepmann found a relationship between the critical Reynolds
number and the radius of curvature, i.e. he showea that the
GSrtler parameter G gives a good description of the stability
conditions of the boundary layer on a concave wall. Another
important result was the confirmation of the finding made by
GSrtler in his calculations in [1] that, in contrast to concave
boundary layers, with flat boundary layers a pressure gradient
in the direction of flow exerts only a small effect on the
stability. Using the Blasius boundary layer profile, if one
converts the Re numbers found by M. and F Clauser for the
transition point into a critical GSrtler parameter, than this
gives values of about 8.5 and 10.5 as against about 6, which is
the value found by Liepmann for a similar degree of turbulence
in the outer flow, and a value of about 9 for a smaller degree
of turbulence. With this comparison it must be borne in mind
that the transition point was defined differently in the two
experiments. The relationship found by Liepmann between the
critical GSrtler parameter and the degree of turbulence of _he
outer flow corresponds to the result which was also obtained
1978013469-009
for the flat boundary layer. In the event that the initial
disturbances can be regarded as small as defined by the linear
theory, still the transition mechanism will always remain the
same. For this reason it was also decided in the present ex-
periments not to assign the transition a certain Gortler para- /Ill
meter.
While in their hot-wlre measurements in wind tunnels the
experimenters mentioned so far detected the existence of GSrtler
instability only indirectly by its effect on the start of the
transition, this was made visible for the first time by
N. Gregory and W.S. Walker [9] using the tinging method on a
Griffith airfoil. Similar pictures were published later by
Y. Aihara [I0] and I. Tanl and J. Sakagami Ill]. These
visualized the flow with colored liquid or with smoke threads.
In so doing, of course, they obtained only general photographs
which do not allow more exsct interpretation. Their visuali-
zation experiments were only intended to supplement more tho-
rough hot-wlre measurements.
Through these hot-wire measurements Y. Aihara [10] and
I. Tani [12] found that three-dimensional disturbances with a
periodicity in the span direction form In the unstable laminar
boundary layer next to a concave wall and develop in accordance
with the linearized theory up to a certain degree of excitation.
The same assertion was arrived at by F. X. Wortmann [13] on
the basis of his experiments in a water tunnel with a curved
working section. He overlapped periodic three-dlmensional
disturbances of a certain wevelength in the outer flow by means
of a series o_ _°hombic air foils in the span direction and he
visualized their' development in the boundary layer using
Wortmann's method. This work by Wortmann was the first boundary
layer visualization study to be carried out on a concave wall,
and together with its continuation [14], it is also the only
such work to have been done up to this time.
In the absence of a non-llnear theory only experiment can
provide us with information on the manner in which the turbulence
is finally produced further downstream from the descr%bed vortex
disturbance. According to Aihara [10] and Tani and Aihara [15]
the G6rtler vortices exert only an indirect effect, _pecifically
by deforming the three-dimensional velocity fields so that
velocity profiles of varying stability form along the span. This
modifies the already present Tollmien-Schlichtlng waves to
disturbance forms which in flat boundary layers precede the
laminar-turbulent transition.
- By contrast, in his visualization studies Wortmann [14]
found a secondary instability following the GSrtler vortices.
I The former are distinguished from the latter by inclined inter-
I faces between the vortex strands and stationary velocity profiles
J
5
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_" with two inflection points. Ultimately the turbulence is brought
to a three-dimensional oscillatory motion by means of a third-
. order instability.
2.3 Aims of these Experiments and their Relationshi_ to /I__12
Previous Studies __
Even if F.X. Wortmann K14L, in contrast to I. Tani and Y.
Aihara [15], did not go into the effect of Tollmien-Schlichting
waves, it is certainly clear that the boundary layer on a con-
cave wall becomes unstable at some time or another in the face
of these disturbances. As a result of this, the events which
lead to the turbulence will to a e_rtain extent resemble those
on a flat wall, especially when t,_ model curvature is so small m_
as in the experiments of Wortmann [13], [14] (radius of curvature
R = 20 m) and also by Tani and co-workers [10S, [ll], [12], [15S
(R = 3.5, 5 and l0 m; for a model which was also availaole
_ith R = 1 m the only test result published was the wavelength
of the longitudinal vortex disturbance). To illustrate this,
in the graph in Fig. 3 for a few radii of curvature we have
plotted the distances x from the
x[_JA \ leading edge starting at which
ii!II _ the laminar boundary layer
' becomes unstable with respect to
GSrtler vortices according to
the linear theory (G = 0.6) and
at which they become turbulent
I_ (G = 9) based on experiments byG'0S GSrtler stability limit
Liepmann [7], [8]. From the_i c.9 Liepmann turbulence limit stability limit for Tollmien-
" ,I '_\ Schlichting waves which is also
i, \__ plotted it is obvious that the --
critical curves for both types of
disturbance are farther apart,
- 0 the greater the curvature of the
_" os'_ __-_-._- _ _9 model wall.The experiments done by the
. "_-.,.,._" _ Ruthor should therefore supplement
a_\ \, _ earlier experiments insofar asthis time models were used which
\ "-.'_oilmiem-Schlichtin_ curved so
02.\_ ''-. _ stability limit are severely that it ispossible to study the development
.'_,_._.0_ ..... "...._ of aBrtler vortices and their
• ' _ m O 06 R 05m O 06
___.._,o. ;- " ," involvement in the transition pro-
_, o2 o_ o4 os os u.l_J cess isolated as much as possible
_| from other disturbances, i.e.
_I Fig. 3. Stability limits for provided that the flow is still
i_ GSrtler vorticies and Toll- stable with respect to Tollmien-
mien-Schlichting waves and the Schlichting waves. For this reason
start of transition found ex- it was also decided not to force
perimentally by Liepma,_r [8]. periodic disturbances, for example
1978013469-011
..>_,-_-, by means of an oscillating band (Tani and co-wo_,kers) or by means
_._ of an airfoil effecting rotary oscillations (Wortmann) The ex-
i_: periments were carried out mainly on two models with radiis ofcu vature of 0.5 and 1 m and working sections of 0.55 nd 0.75 m.
_:_ According to Fig. 3, this seems that in the case of the first
model the laminar-turbulent transition can even occur before the
__ flat wall
according to the linear theory for aboundary layer,
_ becomes unstable with respect to Tollmien-Schlichting waves.
The same is also true for the second model (R = 1 m) if dis-
turbance generators are used, since these, Just like s higher
_ degree of turbulence, reduce the transition limit.
_. In contrast to previous experiments, a further task of this
-- study was seen to be that of measuring the disturbance components
i in the direction of the span and perpendicular to the wall in
order to complete the picture of the three-dlmensional instability
and the comparison with the linear theory. Since Wortmann [13_ /11___3
determined a point in the vicinity of the horizontal branch of
the neutral curve calculated b2 G6rtler [1] (see stability
diagram, Fig. 2), in these experiments too the existence of a
right branch should be shown experimentally. Finally, we will
also go into detail on the natural wavelength of the disturbances
and their effect on the excitation. Tani and co-workers found
that the wavelength of the longitudinal vortices is determlned
by the particular edge effects of the experimental apparatus and
less by th_ curvature of the model or the velocity of the on-
coming flow as would have to be the case according to the
linear theory.
3. Test Setup
3.1 Water Towing Tank /ll4
To perform the experiments a water towing tank was set up.
Based on comparative studies and taking into consideration the
space available such a test arrangement proved to be the best
solution for economically carrying stability experiments in a
low-turbulent flow. Among other things, in designing the setup
we took into consideration the p_acti_al knowledge obtained by
Douglas Aircraft Co. [16] and the University of Maryland [17]
in operating with smaller towing tanks.
Fig. 4 shows s diagram of the water towing tank built at
this institute. The important parts of the tank are the water
tank itself (i) and the tall track (3) with the towing car (2).
The model, which is immersed into the water, is rigidly attached
to the towing car. The intended flow is created when the model
is moved in the direction of the arrow by the towing car. The
tank itself is a steel frame construction consisting of 4 units
connected in series. The bottom and sides of the tank are
covered in part with sheets of glass and in part with steel
plate for reasons of cost. The two are interchangeable so that /I_
1978013469-012
• Deep cellar Longitudinal section
I towing dis- _ ,2 3 _ i
L - " I_tance 8200 t: -.-_
'
' _ ,'ii _ _-. t; ! 1111 +1 ';
, L__.L_ H " H H ,
9 220
Deep cellar cross-sectlon
,
_' ! Jill. _ i:! !!
-i, -_, _ Water towing tank
Fig. 4. Water towln_ tank. cross-sectlon
1. water tank 7. electric motor
2. tow car for model, 8. electric magneto coupling
+i_ with model 9. gear unit
3. tall track 10. vibration damper
4. air cushion ll. towing cable
5. guide pulleys 12. turnbuckle
6. driving wheel
it is possible to observe the visualized flow events at any
location even though it was not possible to glaze the entire
_ tank. The useable towln_ length for the experiments was 8.2 m.If necessary, it ceu_d be increased by adding addi ion l units
The inside cross-sectlon of the tank, i.e. height and #Idth,
_- was 0.9 x 1.1 m. In order to isolate the flow _edlum from
_ mechnalcal vibrations and to distribute the bearing load as
_j uniformly as possible on all of the feet the entire tank wassupp ted on deformable vlbrat on-damplng elements (10).
The tall track was set up completely separate from the
water tank so that possible vibrations, for example in connection
+d with the start-up process, would not be transmitted to the flow
medium. The car is carried smoothly over the entire distance
on two unjointed crane rails. In addition, the bearing surfaces
of the rails for the _hee_s and the guide pulleys on t_e side
_ were machined. To prevent oendln_ they are mounted on extremely
o,_ stiff rectangular tubes by means of setscrews at 60-cm intervals.
At the same time these also allow _he horizontal position to be
adjusted.
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Motive power is provided a d.c. shunt motor (7). This is
also mounted separately from the tank so that vibrations emanating
from it cannot affect the water. The power is transmitted to
the towing car by means of a drive wheel (6) and an endless tow
llne (ll). The motor speed can be set continuously between 0 and
1500 rpm. Dpnending on the selection of the diameter of the
drive wheel and the inserted gear _nit (9) tow velocities or
oncoming flow velocities of up to 5 meters per second can be
achieved. For a model length of 1 me_er this is equivalent to
Reynolds nun_bers of up to Re = 5 x 10 "'. Special attention was
paid to maintaining a constant oncoming flow velocity. For this
purpose the motor speed was set at the deszred value with an
electronic thyrlstor c_ntrol. The control accuracy, with respect
to the rated speed of ,500 rpm, is less than 0.2%. With speeds
which di_fer sharply from the rated value the accuracy of course
becomes smaller, however with a 4-stage gear uni_ between the
motor and the driving wheel it is always possible to operate in
the favorable speeO range.
Some idea of the uniformity of the towing speed can be gotten
from the photograph shown in Fig. 5.
This shows the signals from a hot-
wire probe, drawn by the towing car
, , ,,, . through the still water, displayed
on a 4-channel cathode ray oscil-
lograph with two sweeps. The
lowest line was drawn for a still
probe, i.e. at a tow celocity of
U= = 0; thus it represents the
zero llne. The second line f2om
J__ i II I the bottom, compared with the zero /116
llne: indicates the changes in
voltage over time in the resistance
bridge diagonal which makes itself
felt at a tow velocity of U= =
0.075 m/s. The voltage sweep and
time sweep selected for these two
traces were 100 mV/cm and 200 ms/cm
respectivly. Because of the l0 fold
increase in scale in each case
Fig. 5. Hot-wire measurement (10 mV/cm and 20 ms/cm) and the a.c.
of the towing velocity, input, the two upper lines show the
voltage and velocity fluctuations
.. around the mean value. Again the
mean value. Again the second line from the top, like the lowest
line, was photographed for a nonmoving probe in completely still
water (U® = 0 m/s). The fact that it deviates from a straightline
curve is due to the hum voltage in the hot-wire apparatus. The
_i_i_ a.c. trace on top, photographed during the movement of the car,
• does not show any larger variations compared with the trace
photographed at rest, i.e. the changes in voltage caused by the
e changes in velocity lle within the hum voltage of the hot-wlre
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m_ apparatus. Consequently, they must be less than 0.3%. So far
=_ it has not been possible to make a more exact determination with -
the hot-wlre apparatus which is still in the development staEe.
Nevertheless, these oscillograms also show that the oncoming
flow velocity achieved during towing is sufficiently uniform for
the stahlllty studies in question.
In order to utilize as much as possible the available tank
length fcr the experiment, i.e. in order to have steady conditions _
-';_m over a sufficiently long path, the drive motor is provided with
a rated power of 7.7 kW. This power is sufficient to bring the /ll7
tow car up to the specified final velocity at the latest after
one meter with an acceleration which can be preselected.
Braking is accomplished pneumatically by running up against the
air cushion (4). By adjusting the air pressure in the pressure -cylinders of the cushion designed to absorb the shock it is
possible to limit the braking distance to about 0.5 meters for
all velocities. Thus the path along which the model can be
_ towed at a constant velocity is sufficient for creating steadyflow conditions on the model provided that the model itself is
"_ no longer than 2.5 meters.
3.2 Models
Three models were constructed for the experiments with radii
of curvature of 5 m, 1 m and 0.5 m. The first was used only for
preliminary experiments in order to determine the effect of the
"I_ amount of wall curvatu_o on the development of the instabilities. -
i It will therefore not be described any further. The two remaining "_
models were built according to the same plan (Fig. 6). The
,3m
mate_isl chosen was transparent plexiglass 8 mm thick.
The concave curvature begins at the leading edge and ends -
at the tangentially adjoining NACA 2415 profile. The leading
edge is wedge-shaped (wedge angle = 15 °) and is slightly rounded
at the tip (radius = 0.5 mm). Preliminary experiments showed _
that in this case the stagnation point developed stably. The /ll8
pressura side is formed from a flat plate wRich can also be
used on its own as a model. Therefore it is possible under the -_
same test conditxons to carryout comparative experiments on a
flat boundary layar and a concave boundary layer. The models
were also sealed on the sides by a flat plate so that as a first
approximation a two dimensional flow occurs. Again the leading
ed&es of these side planes are wedge-shaped. A second wall can
be introduced equidistant to the curved wall being studied (dotted
llne in Fig. 6) in case it is desired to eliminate the pressure
gradient In the flow direction. The differences produced by this
i!!| between the pressure above and below the intermediate wall were
I
compensated for as much as possible by screens attached behind
the model until the leading edge of the model wall was in a
parallel flow. A plexlglass sled was carried along above the model.
I0
•I_ , ,
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_1 L2 Lt.2 L 1A _.
photography arrangement _
,_ Fig. 6. Model and photography arrangement !_
Key: A) cathode wireB) screens
C) condensor __
_ It is immersed a few millimeters into the water and smooths out
any wave motions which may arise on the surface of the water
during the towing process which would Interfer with the photo-
graphy. In order to avoid even the slightest optical distortions
in the photographs the plexlglass of the sled in the path of the
camera was replaced by ground polished plate glass of a thickness
of 6 mm.
In order to visualize tne flow using the hydrogen bubble
method (section 4.1) bubble-producing "horizontal probes" were _•
provided at various places perpendicular to the oncoming flow and
parallel to the curved wall. The actual locations were at 0.05 m,
0.25 m, 0.45 m, 0.55 m and 0.625 m downstream from the leading
edge. Each of the bubble wires was soldered to two 0.05 mm thick
" brass pins protruding from the surface of the model. Seen in
the span direction these pins are separated by a distance of /ll____9
0.3 m. The distance of the wires form the surface can be varied
between 0 and 20 mm so that the flow can be visualized in each
boundary layer level. In order to study the oncoming flow (Fig. 7)
_ and get a certain qualitative idea of the velocity profiles with
a strongly disturbed boundary layer (e.g. Fig. 44) "vertical
probes" perpendicular to the surface of the model were also used
to a limited extent. At this point it should be pointed out,
however, that the pictures obtained in this way might lead to
Ii
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false interpretations unless they
L _ >. 7_: are photographed and view stereo-
-_ -: - • -- _-- scopically.
: -==----- - - " -_ 4 Measurement Technique
4.1 Hydrogen Bubble Measure-
_------_---_ _:_<_-<- -_ ment
•_:_7_-- --= --:-_-_-c.-----J_.- As already mentioned, the
•-_ -" . am .....
- _7:_ - hydrogen bubble method was used to
_ visualize the boundary layer flow.
-/_ This method consists of producing
hydrogen by electrolyzing the
Fig. 7. Flow around the water with a wlre-shaped cathode
leading edge at U =0.15 m/s. 0.015-0.03 mm thick. This hydrogen,
in the form of bubbles 0.01-0.02 mm
thick, is carried along by the flow.
If these bubbles are illuminated with a beam of light they reflect
- the rays striking their spherical surface below a certain angle
and become visible. In this way it is possible to observe and
photograph them on their path with the Plow. Within certain limits
this path Is identical to that of the adjacent fluid particles.
For the experiments done here the hydrogen bubble method
has the following advantages:
1. If platinum is chosen as the material for the cathode
wires th_n these are not used up.
2. If very thin wires are chosen for the cathodes then the
boundary layer is only slightly disturbed. At velocities around
0.1 m/s, llke those occurring in the experiments, the Reynolds
number formed with the wire diameter is Re = 2, i.e. no vortex
streets yet form in the wake of the wire.
3. Soon after they are produced the gas bubbles dissolve in
the water, as a result of which the contents of the tank is
always self-cleaning.
4. The hydrogen bubbles can be identified individually in
the photographs. '/his is crucial if one wants to analyze the
photographs quantitatively using photogrammetric methods.
Particular aspects of the hydrogen bubble method are dis- /120
cussed in detail in [16], [18], [19] and [20]. In particular,
i_I the extent to which the bubble velocity and the flow velocitycoincide was studied in [19] and [20].
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_q 4.1.1 Streakllnes and Timelines
' In order to come as close as possible to the goal
of producing flow patterns the bubbles here were produced in two
ways.
1. A sawtooth-shaped cathode wire was used (Fig, 8 a and b),
• /
. . . !
;i u. u. -
streaktines timetines
a
.... -..zo
2-22:"
a,
_ . °
=,], T__
b
|i
Fig. 8 a and b. a. Schematic diagram of the creation '
of streaklines and timellnes, b. An undisturbed lami-
nar boundary layer flow visualized by streakllnes and _:
timellnes.
With such a wire the bubbles forming along the entire wire first
of all go towards the ends pointing in the direction of flow
before they are carried away. The resulting bubble lines are
generally referred to as streaklines. In the case of steady
flows they are identical with the flowlines. In the case of
j_I unsteady flows the streakllne patterns, as explained in [20], /12____1 i
•_ are very difficult to interpret,
j l 2. A straight cathode wire was used with a pulsating
voltage applied to it. As a result the bubbles are not produced
;_ continuously, but rather bubblelines are formed at certain
1978013469-018
oi intervals which in general are referred to as timelines (Fig. 8 a
-= and b).
j In the case of steady flows the flow velocity can be determined _
from timellne photographs using the following equation:
as= distance between two timelines I"3s [
_"=B-T _7 = pulse frequency (4.1)
In the case of nonsteady flows, in which the bubbles emanating
from a certain point on the wire no longer take the same path all
of the time, one will get an error in vB by using the above
equation. The greater the distance ofthe bubble frcm its point
of origin, the greater will be the error (cf. [20]).
A considerable improvement can be achieved if the photographs
can be twice exposed for a brief time within a certain interval.
- Thus in this way the timelines are photographed twice and with
AB the path can be determined which has been covered by one and
" the same bubble in At, the time between two exposures. The bubble
- velocity vB to be formed _n turn from Eq. (4.1) in this case
contain only an error due to averaging over the time interval
At which, however, can always be selected very small. Consequently
the measurement must no longer be restricted to points _n the
vicinity of the prove where, moreover, the accuracyls reduced by
the velocity defects in the wake of the probe (also see section
4.3).
.. 4.1.2 Power Supply for Produclng the Hydrogen
Bubbles
For electrolyzing the water, i.e. producing the
hydrogen bubbles, a power supply unit was used which delivers a
d.c. voltage which can be set between 0 and 600 V at a maximum ._
current of 5 amps. These ranges are sufficient in order to
control the current for producing the hydrogen in such a way that
the number of bubbles coming off the cathode wire is sufficient
at any possible towing velocity to visualize the flow.
-- As described in section 4.1, in order to form tlmelines the
bubble current coming from the power unit was periodically
switched on and off by a thyrlstor switch (see block diagram in /122
Fig. 9) in regular_ sharply delineated time intervals. As a
result, sharply delineated bubble lines cleanly separat, d from
the cathode wire were produced in an appropriate manner. Since
quantitative picture analysis requires exact knowledge of the
_ time interval At (section 4.1, Eq. (4.1)) between the creation
of the individual timelines, a crystal stabilized timing generator
i 9780i 3469-0i 9
A B C D
D Imp _r 11 --
K _ _ --- _h_-_tz --[---_ _remfochtes Bt_kschottbJtdzur Bta_nerzeug_g
A.stes_ _rc. SCht,_w_.. M
B .._..--..c_ F 0
Simplified block diagram for charging flash bulbs.
Fig. 9. Block diagram of the power supply for producing
the hydrogen bubbles and for charging and igniting the
flash bulbs.
_I Key: A) timing generator I) example
_# B) frequm_cy division J) quartz frequency
_ C) preselection period K) pulse output
D) pulse duration L) simplified block diagram for
_- E) pulse interval bubble production
_', F) thyristor switch M) triggering by tow car
G) power supply N) flash delay
_ H) platinum electrode O) high voltage power supply
ii was used to control the thyrlstor switch. Starting at a basicfrequency of 1,000 Hz, with this apparatus it was possible to
_ select a pulse duration or _,te-controlled rise time in a range
of 0.001-0.099 s and a pul_ interval in a range of 0.001-0.0999 s
by adding integral multiplc, of 0.O01 s for the basic oscillation
period. Moreover, by means of a binary frequency division it _s
- p@ssi_le to e_and all of the times even more by factors of
2_, 2=,..., 2_. The deviation of the crystal stablized basic
frequency from its ideal value (1,O00 Hz) is less than 0.05%.
Since wi_ the thyrlstor switch only a little of this high degree
of accuracy is lost and thu_ the switching times are specified to
an accuracy of at least lO-Os, the error in At is never greater
than 1%.
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U4.1.3 Illumination /123
-__ Xenon f_ash lamps (E.G. & G. Inc., model FX-77 C4)
.... were used for illumination. With a discharge time of 0.3 ms these
can be loaded with about 4,000 Ws. This high energy is necessary
because the white light occurring during the flash discharge must
be filtered out w_th the exception of a narrow frequency band in
order to avoid unsharp photographs due to color dispersion. The
latter results during refraction of the light rays on the surface
of the water or of the sled (Fig. 6 p. ii). The Schott filter
used here was transparent for light rays of wavelengths over
510 nm. Since the spectral sensitivity of the plate emulsion
used (Agfa Gevaert 23D56) ended at about 560 nm, the photograph-
ically effective light which remained was only that of the
narrow frequency band between 510 and 560 nm. In turn, only the
small portion of this reached the camera which struck the surface
of the bubbles at an angle less than the angle of total reflection.
The movement blur of the object (bubble) was kept sufficiently
small by the briefness of the flash discharge.
Lamps were set up on both sides of the tank to achieve
uniform illumination of the flow field covered by the camera
(Fig. 6, p. ii). To produce the twice exposed photographs the
pairs of lamps LI-L2 and L3-L4 were ignited sequentially at an
interval of At (also see section 4.1). The ignition process was
initiated by the tow car running over a terminal contact (bottom
diagram in F_g. 9). Whereas the ignition pulse for LI-L 2
occurred immeldately the one for L_-L 4 was delayed by a preset
interval At. The timing is controlIed by the same principle
described above for producing the timelines. Delay time could
be chosen in integer multiples from 0.001 to 0.999 ms. In
addltion_ each of _hese time could in turn be expanded by factors
of 21, 2_, 2o or 2_. Because of the thyristor control of the
ingition pulse it was possible to specify the selected values
for t to an accuracy of at least 1%. A high voltage power supply
was built to feed the flash lamps. When using 4 lamps at the
maximum discharge voltage up to 6,000 Ws per lamp and per
discharge could be delivered. The shortness of the discharge _"
time was achieved by means of the low-lnductlon design and the 1
very small resistances in the circuit connections and feed lines.,J
For photoEraphs with a stationary camera the flash lamps were
replaced by watew-cooled high pressure mercury vapor lamps (SP
I000 W). With these lamps the light emanated from a luminous
surface measuring I0 x 12.4 mm. In order to pick up as much of /124
this as possible and focus it In a narrow beam onto the object
i. The necessary equipment and the circuitry for producing the
• bubbles and the flash illumination were developed by Pavle-
_olak-Anti_, Ph.D. Eng. and A. Maier, Eng. (also see DVL-
Nachrichten, vol. 38, 421-422 (1969)).
4 16
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the lamps were installed in slide projectors (Leitz-Prado with
Hektor 1:2,,8/300 nun). Air-cooled high perssure mercury vapor .
_ lamps (HBO 500 W) were used for photographs taken by the camera
'__i which travelled with the model. They were likewise installed in
slide projectors (Leitz-Prado with Elmaron 1:2.8/150 nun). These
were attached to the side of the tow car and were carried along
Just like the camera.
,_ 4.1.4 Phot oE_-a__ap_h[
The first experiments showed (see section 5.1) that
_ the instabilities occurring on the concave wall have a pronounced
three-dlmenslonal character. Therefore it seemed essential to
produce stereophotograDhs which would allow sufficiently precise
_¢ qualitative and quantitative picture analysis. For this purpose
_I a photogra_,etrlc stereocame_a (i,e. a camera in which the
-_i position of the perspective center is knc_n with respect to the
image plane) was built for taking close-up photographs, taking
into consideration the special photograph conditions existing
[_ here. (For details on the construction see section 4.2.2.)
The objectives used were nearness-corrected Apo-Ronars (1:9/240 mm)
_ made by Rodenstock. These are standard repro objectives with
a compur shutter. Synchronous exposure in both parts of the
camera was guaranteed by flashing with the shutter open in the
/__ dar_ room. Of the available negative emulsions that of the
- Scientla 23D56 by Afga Gevaert proved to be the best for bubble
_| photographs. With sufficient sensitivity (approx. l0 DIN) and
.. strong contrast (y = 2.2) it offers sufficient fineness of grain
(165 lines per mm). For reasons of maintaining accuracy during
_| development and the best possible flatness in the image plane, t
glass plates had to be used to hold the emulsion. In order to
record the dynamic trans_ ion events 16 mm photographs were made
with a Bolex H 16 M camera (objectives: Cine-Xenon 1:2/50 mm
and Swltar 1:1.9/75 mm) and with Scientla 50B65 (20 DIN, y = 1.2;
_- 120 lines/mm) by Agfa-Gevaert.
4.2 Velocity Measurement Using Photosrammetric Analysis of I.
Hydrogen Bubble Photographs
In order to measure the flow velocities a method was intro-
duece here which is based on visualizing the flow with hydrogen
buboles and detormining the movement of these bubbles during a
time At by photogrammetric ananlysis of stereophotographs.
The bubble velocities found in this way are compared with the /12____5
local flow velocity. In comparison with the usual methods for
measuring velocity, this method requires a considerable amount of
work, for the location of the individual bubbles in the photograph
._. must always be carefully measured with respect to a photograph
_"' coordinate system before one can calculate the position in space.
Moreover, with the photographs made in these experiments the image-
forming rays of light emanating from the bubbles are refracted at
17
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I
_I the surface of the water before they reach the camera which issituated in the air. In such a "two-medlum case" it is no longer
_ possible to use the usual evaluation mehthods which are based on I
"_ the creation of a pattern. One must have recourse to less
practical analytical methods involving large amounts of numbers.However in ontrast to point measuring hot-wire probes,
_4 pitot tubes etc., the velocity measuring method described here Lhas the d cisive advantage that in the analysis one h_s a view L
_+_ of the events in a large section of the flow field. As a result,
one recognizes the the striking points and can make the measure _
L+= ments precisely at those points. Thus from the outset one avoids
_ the difficulty of finding a coherent picture of the flow from
measured values which were obtained at various points. Further-
_ more, it should be borne in mind that with this method the
t_J magnitude and direction of the velocity is determined. This is
especially valuable in the study of three-dlmensional flow fields.
The possibility of quantitatively analyzing simple flow
photographs has already been utilized before ([1B], [19] and [20]),
however no photogrammetric methods were used. In addition,
because of the restriction to single-photograph m-a_uring, it• had to be assumed that all of the observed particles moved in a
plane parallel to the surface of the water, the image plane and
_ the perspective plane, hence an assumption which cannot be ful-
_ filled with a curved model or anywhere where three-dlmenslonal
_i_ flow phenomena occur. In order to verify this, the distance from
%
the wall of the bubbles in a time line was determin d photo-
grammetrical_y using a stereophotograph of the laminar boundary
...._ layer flow disturbed by G_rtler vortices (see section 4.2). The
result is shown in Fig. 10. Fig. 27 (p. 37) shows a partial
- \u_
),'(ram)
3I+L ',+ '._ I - + ....' ';'"
4,511 '_ 3'/+6 14 11 47 Z(cm) '1234t
Pig. 10. Distance from the wall y, measured photogram-
metrically, for the time line indicated by the arrow in
Fig. 27, plotted over the span direction z. The dls_ances
meaeured from the wall can be coordinated wlth the cot-
- responding points z in the longitudinal vortex disturbance
b_ the numbers l, 2, 3 and _':.
picture of the photograph used (photography arrangement shown in
Fig. 6, p. ll). The measu:,ed timeline there Is indicated by an
18
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arrow. It is obvious from the result that the bubbles, which
emanate from a probe parallel to the wall, are located 5 to 7 cm
downstream from the wall in very different boundary layer levels.
If with this example, as in the case of single-photograph
measuring, it were necessary to assume that the bubbles were /126
always moving in the plane parallel to the wall and containing
the probe, then one would assign false velocities to the actual
distance from the wall.
4.2.1 Photo granm!etry in a Two-Medium System
As already mentioned, in the two-medlum case _t is
no longer possible to analyze the stereometrlc photographs in the
conventional way using the optical approach to produce a model
of the path of the rays since there are no two-medium evaluation
instruments necessary for this. With one-medlum evaluation
instruments the refracting surface is missing. If one uses these
instruments for two-medlum photographs, then as K. Einner [21]
has shown, the projecting beams emanating from a pair of
picture polntsingeneral no longer intersect in a suitable object
point. Even stereoscopic analysis is no longer possible where
the rays go by together at a greater distance from the wall
(also see [22]). Nevertheless, in order to be able to use
conventional evaluation methods, K. Rinner [21] and G.C. Tewlnkel
[23] have suggested optical compensation methods. Such methods,
however, cannot be used if as in this case the distance in
air and the distance in water of the obJ£ct distance are in a
ratio of 2:3. Even the method suggested in [223 of approximately
calculating the actual poslticn of the object point from the
apparent position obtained using conventional evaluation instru_
ments is not [sed with the water depths occurring here, since
an "apparent position" cannot be found for all points. Therefore
in thls case there remains only the numerlca]ly involved method
of calculating the position of the points in space from the
individually measured pairs of picture points using the general
imaging equations.
Fig. ii shows a schematic d_agram of the optical path of /127
rays in a two-medlum system. Ol % and 02 are the centers of per-
spectivlty (perspective centers of the objectives) and BI and B2
are the two image planes in the camera (B1 is drawn in the
diaoosltlve positien and B 2 is left out of the drawing); w is the
refracting surface. The space point P is represented by the
projection beam with the main rays zB - zE- q in image point P'.
_i and 81 are the directions of the object to be photographed
before and after refraction. If one knows the position of the
two cameras in a fixed three-dlmenslonal coordinate systems and
also the position of the refracting surface ("external orientation"),
1. The symbols for the photogrammetric variables are defined in
this section and do not appear in the notation llst.
19
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then the original position in
,3 space of the object points can
/__q___ be determined from the image_= b -_-----_°2_ point positions indicated in the
o, _-_, / two-dimenslonal image coordinate
B_ _\_ P' - l_:ageof / system by using simple three-
/
_,_._>, . dimensional intersections
_ point P / •
/
/ Obviously a precondition here is
t _2 that for the cameras the position
of the centers of perspectivity
_\lj_,_ is known with respect to the imagei plane ("inner orientabion").
space point
For a mathematical solution
Fig. ll. Optical path of rays to the orientation problem one
in a two-dimensional system, can proceed in the following way
,V,_=
using the approach of K Rinner
_._ [21]:
_. First of all a model of the path of rays in the phctographs
is set up by determining the outer orientation. This can be
done using the following orientation variables:
mr: _,: _, and m2:_:_2,
stand for the angles for each three rotations of the two cameraa;
v is the ratio of the base b to the height h, and c is the angle
of inclination of the base with respect to the horizontal. The
model is then fit into a fixed three-dimensional coordinate
system in correct scale. In addition, the size of the base, a
scale factor and the planlmetrlc position of the recording point
_. for one camera must be determined.
If the vectors in Eq. (4.2) are replaced by the orientation
variables mentioned above and by the coordinates of the points
reproduced in both cameras, then from this can be found the 8
unknowns for setting up the model If at least 8 pairs of image
points in a stereophotograph are available in the two-dimensional
image coordinate system. One then has to solve a system of 8
irrational transcendental equations. The four unknowns for
adjusting the model can be determined in a simple way from the
planimetric position of two "control points" or from the position
in space of one control point and a planimetr_c coordinate of
another. (Control points are object points _hose position in
space in known in a fixed 3-dimensional coordinate system.)
2O
- .... -_-___. ,:: - ,, _
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An Iterative approximation method is usad here to solve the
orientation problem. The introduction of I0-16 control points
makes possible a compensation method for minimizing the sums of
squares of the differences between the photogran_etrically '
determined spatial positions of the control points and their
actual position in space.-
4.2.2 Photogrammetric Stereocamera Design
Construction of a special camera proved to be
necessary for two reasons. It had to be designed for extremely
close-up photographs (scale of reproduction 1:I.5 to 1:2) in
order to reproduce the small light-reflecting portion of the
hydrogen bubbles measuring about 0.02 mm so that these could be
identified and measured on the pairs of pictures. In addition,
they had to be constructed in such a way that fvr optical and
computing purposes the best approximate perpendicular photographs
could be produced even under the exitsting photographic conditions.
for this reason the camera is mounted so that it is adjustable and
can be moved only horizontally in the direction of travel on
the towing car. Thus both optical axes a (see Fig. 12) are /129
always perpendicular to the sur-
Image plane face of the water. Since the
tangential planes on the surface
"-_'_-_ -V--- 7 of the model have an increasing
camera _ \_ _
move- slope towards the surface of
ment --- ,2 o_ _ ,,_,- the water from the leading edge _
/ _ o_', /'o _ backwards, for reasons of
' sharpness the image plane must
l _ ,, I also always be inclined towards
\_ _ i/ the surface of the water for the
....... different photography positions
(angle of incl_natlon _). This
is analogous to the Scheimpflug
reproduced portion of condition in a one-medium system.
model The simultaneous change in the
object distance is compensates
for by a change in the image
_- Fig. 12. Diagram of the photo- distance. Along with these
graphic conditions, necessary changes in the inner
orientation, the plates along with
the plate holders in the image
plane can be moved towards one another in the image plane in the
direction of the base (see direction of arrow_ in Fig. 12). Thus
completely overlapping pictures can be taken a_ all photograph
positions. The magnitude of the orientation change in each case i
i_I i. The orientation problem using the discussed approximation
method was carried out by A. Lehmann, graduate student in mathe-
matics, on a Siemens 2002.
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___ can be read from exact scales. To "_ sure, this design is based
_ on the principle ol using test cameras with a fixed inner orienta-
lS tlon for reasons of accuracy, however it mdst be borne in mind
_ that extreme close-up photographs are to be produced here in
iS image coordinate errors result in errors in the space point
which
determination wnlch are still iu the same order of magnitud .
The initial approximations required for th_ iterazive
_ calculation of the outer orientation can be read off the camera
_m or they are known from the outse *_ since the optical axes of the
_ two cameras enclosed in one housing are always directed perpen-
!_/_I dicularly to the surface of the water. F_g. 13 shows the !
photogrammetric stereo cameras on th_ towing car.
51
"" I
_I
Fig. 13. Photogrammetric stereo camers on the towing
car.
The body of the camera (I) with the lens carrier plate (2) which
can be moved towards it and the tilting rear portion (3) is
attached to two round bars (_) in a fixed frame. The frams is
supported on the towing car and can be leveled. By means of this /__lB_O0
last provision the camera axes can be aligned vertically. Two
bubble levels (5) are used to check the levelness of the system
(one scale division a 0.01 mm/m). The pivoting angle of the image
plane is read with a reading microscope (6) on a glass scale (7)
to an accuracy of 0.01 °. The location of the principle points
on the image can be read on scales (8) to an accuracy of 0.02 mm
for each position of the film holder. The distance between the
photograph locations and the surface of _he water is measured by
means of a depth gauge (9) with a micrometer adJustmsnt attachedI
to the camera. To simplify the adjustment of the cameras and the
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_¥_?l_.f_| calculation of the orientation, both cameras are mounted in a
_=--_,_l_<'_/i_/.i_ rigid housing witha common principle image plane and princip
le
plane of the lens. This firmly predetermines their position with
respect to one another, i.e. the relevant orientation variables
are known with respect to one another. The number of unknowns
is decreased from 8 to 6.
Camera information:
base b = 250, 185 or 120
image distance c = 400-310 mm
pivot angle 6 = 0-17 °
objectives Apo-Ronare 1:9/240 mm
negative material 9 x 12 plates or roll film and
70 mm film in Linhol film holders.
4.2.3 Picture Coordinate Measurement /131
Since there was no commercial stereocomparator
available for measuring the pictures, the picture measuring
instrument shown in Fig. 14 had to be constructed. With this
instrument the picture point
coordinates can be measured to
an accuracy of 0.005 mm in a room
with maximum temperature variations
of 2°C. The coordinate adjustment
was calibrated with contact copies
of a grid plate made by the Wild
Co. With the x-parallax adjustment
screw (1) it is possible in
principle to make stereoscopic
measurements. This facilitates
.I
_,I_. the identification of correlatedpoints on the two partial pictures.
_'."" _. _ To be sure, for the reasons dis-
" ._ ' "'. _, '_ discussed in [22] this cannot be
, "--._ "" ., .-_% "_._ done in most cases with the two-
| _ : ," \ .'_,.._ dimensional photographs made in
| _ mm _i --_ '_j_ these experiments.
__ _ Ha _h,_"_-_ To increase the accuracy
_ "_ .. _ of measurement the pictures were
_L_d _ _'_" , examined through a stereomicroscope
1_ -"_'_---': (2) with a magnifying power of
=/ L_ 30 X. However, since this takes
_!_H Fig. 14. Picture measuring in a section of the picture
_ _| instrument, measuring only 7 mm in diameter,
_:,,_ the prism stereoscope shown in
!_tl ' -- - _ - - ;_ "_ _%_'," _1' "; ""' _ -" ' • .... _ " ' ;'_
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Fig. 15 can be used to get an
-- overall view of the entire flow
_ pattern recorded in the picture.
''_" '.. It can be used at magnifications
U .. _\_ .A of 1.5 X, 3.5 X and 6 X.
4.2.4 Accuracy of Measurement /132
_" As was shown in section
' i 4.1.1, the velocity of flow can
I be @etermined from the f_llowing
. _;': - equation"
_' - o. -
__. _
:_:_?' _ uu.=_7 (4.1)[sic]
_ The value obtained from this is
Fig. 15. Prism stereoscope first of all subjected to pure
made by Tokoyo Optical Co. Ltd. measurement errors in As and
At which arise in the photogram-
metric evaluation and in the
measurement of the time between two exposures. In addition, how-
ever, there are also all of the errors which result from the
fact that because of the effect of various forces the bubbles do
not exactly assume the velocity of the surrounding particle_ of
fluid. In particular, the following errors occur:
1. Errors in the photo_rammetric evaluation. To begin with,if one assumes t-hat the data Of the inner and oute, orientation
are known, then the accuracy of the photogra_etric measurement
. depends essentially on the error in the picture coordinate
measurement. With respect to the connection here the reader is
referred to an estimate given in K44], p. 140 ff., for the
normal case in a one-medium system. In a _irst approximation it
_ can also be used for perpendicular photographs in a two-dimensional
system. In this case the additional inclination of the image
plane by the angle 6 (see Fig. 9) can be allowed for by using /133
the following equation for the image distance:
,.=, (4.3)
Thus it is also true in this case _hat picture measuring errors
affect primarily the height determination (three-dimensional I
coordinate Z, see Fig. 16) according to the following relation-
ship:
IZ"
l,lZl _ -b_7dI.',"- x"l. (4.4 )
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Accordingly, the error .IdZl in-
i dx"
__,_ _ ...... creases quadratically with Z.
. . i_# This means that close-up photo-
+ d_,_Ic, _,i_ graphs, such as were made in these
• io_ experiments (scale of reproduction
_x
f_ -7 Z/c = 1.5-2) can be evaluated
I
/ substantially more precisely than"air pictures" with Z/c > 6,000,\
or alternatively, larger tolerancesi
___!i can be permitted with respect to
the p_cture measuring instrument
and the inner orientation of the
measurement camera. As further
, follows from Eq. (4.4), to
' -p,.- utilize the achievable accuracy
the base must be selected as
Fig. 16. Diagram for esti- large as possible, i.e. untilimage angles _ occur for which
mating photogrammetric error, the objectives are Just still
corrected. In the photographs
made here the base ratio was b/Z = 1/4.
If one substitutes the following numerical values from a
flow photograph made in these experiments in Eq. (4.4) b = 185 mm,
Z = 650 mm (converted to an equivalent distance in air) and
c = 380 mm, and allows for the fact that, given the grain of the
plate emulsion used, the picture coordinates can be measured to /134
an accuracy of 0.01 mm with *'_e picture measuring instrument shown
in Fig. 14, then with d(x'-:. ) _ 0.1/_we obtain variations for
Z of
dZ < 0.14 mm
The variations estimated up to that point can be increased
further by errors in the orlent_tlon data. In order to avoid
this an effort was made to keep the orientation errors as small
as possible so that they could be ignored with respect to the
picture measurement errors.
With the data for the outer orientation this is possible by
calcula$ing them anew for each photograph with the help of check
points. _ As for the data for the inner orientation which are
introduced as known variables into the calculation, it must be
possible to read these on the scales provided (see section 4.2.2)
for the camera setting in each case up to a certain maximum
I. Marks of a square network scratched onto the model wall were
used as checkpoints. The position of these marks with respect
to a three-dlmensional coordinate system was measured with
theodolites to an accuracy of 0.02 mm in the layer and an accuracy
of 0.05 mm in depth.
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failure. An estimate which was made according to the specifica-
tions in [4q], page 140 ff., gave the following allowable reading
errors: Ac < ±0.05 mm for the common image distance (owing to
the princip_? of construction) of the two cameras; A_ _ ±0.035 °
for the inclination of the image plane, also common to both
cameras because of the principle of construction; and
Ax'h = AX"h _ ±O.O1 :mm for the principle image point coo2dinates
in the direction in which the film holders can be moved.
The relevant accuracies of adjustment are Ac < ±0.02 mm;
A6 _ ±0.01 ° and AX'h = Ax" h _ ±0.02 mm. Thus whil_ with respect
to c and _ the calculated allowable errors are not exceeded, this
is certainly not achieved at AX'h and AX"h, but in this case a
correction is possible using the-check points.
It should also be mentioned that with the calculation method
used here for solving the orientation problem it was decided not
to likewise introduce the inner orientation variables, since the
extent to which the orientation problem can still clearly be
solved was not being investigated.
To check the error estimate the spatial coordinates of check
points found by photogrammetric evaluation of a stereome_ric pair
- of points were compared with the theodolite measurement. The
differences are listed in Table 1 along with the corresponding
space point coordinates. It turns out that the photogrammetric
_ accuracy of measurement estimated above can be maintained.
TABLE I. PHOTOGRAMMETRIC DETERMINATION OF CHECK POINTS ON THE FLOW
. MODEL AND COMPARISON WTTH THE THEODOLITE MEASUREMENT /135
point X [mm] JX [mml r [,.In] J Y [mml Z [mml JZ [turn]
I 677,71 - 0,05 769,42 - 0,09 75.94 -- O,Ot_
2 727,51 -0,04 768,64 --0,01 75,59 --0,11
3 777,65 - 0,06 768,71 - 0,02 75.79 - 0,09
4 077.39 0.02 815.27 -- 0.06 95.33 O.15
5 727.54 -0.02 814.89 --0.01 94.97 --0.06
6 777.27 .-- 0.01 814.87 0.07 95.29 --0.00
7 677.06 0.01 860.41 0.06 118.07 0.0.$
8 727.10 0.00 859.27 --O.I I 117.65 0.17
9 777.07 0.00 859.80 0.10 117.71 0.00
I0 67t,.71 0.07 903.78 -- 0.03 143.44 O.Og
I t 726.74 - 0.01 902.67 0.08 142.99 -- 0.02
12 t_76.26 9.09 945.82 -- 0.01 170.00 -- 0.06
13 776.4'_ 0,01 945.25 -- 0,02 169,49 -- 0,04
According to these considerations the errors arising in the
-- photogrammetrlc determination of h8 can be stated as follows: if
one always chooses At, the time between two exposures, so large
that the hydrogen bubbles during this time cover a distance of
1978013469-032
,I
As _ 3.5 mm, then the error with respect to this entering into the
_I velocity measurement is:
_i I,,<4"
2. Averaging error. With As as the path of a bubble between
'- two exposures one calculates, using Eq. (4.1) for VB, the average
"_ value over time of a Langranglan velocity. Since in the case of I
unstable flows such a velocity differs from the Eulerian velocity
_i being sought here, an error is produced which becomes larger ¢.
as As is selected greater. In [20], p. 22 ff., it was estimated
_m
to be 1.1% for a turbulent wall boundary layer at As = 5 mm. For
_ the path lengths As chosen here and in the disturbed laminar
flow the following is certainly valid:
=
.I ,,. < 1.1",,.
- 3. Error caused by the wake of the probe wire. As long as
the bubbles move in the wake of the probe wire their velocity is
correspondingly smaller than outside of the wake. Measurements
°" by V. Graefe [24] have shown that the loss in velocity has faded
away after 500 wire diameters at the latest (in this case 12.5
m
mm). Since in these experiments the measurements were always
made at a greater distance from the probe, this error can be /136
_ ignored, especially since the bubbles, as experiments have shown,
emerge from the wake very quickly when the probes are horizontal.
4. Error due to the effect of inertia. Because of the |_
large difference in aensity between water and hydrogen, the time
in which the bubbles are accelerated to the speed of the sur-
rounding fluid particles is very brief and can be noticed only
in the case of unsteady flows. According to [20], p. 31, this
can cause an error of 0.5% in a turbulent wall boundary layer.
In the case of a disturbed laminar boundary layer flow the dif-
ference will certainly be smaller so that it can be ignored with
respect to other errors.
5. Error caused by bubble bouyancy. The bouyancy forces,
which als0 occur because of the difference in density between
water and hydrogen, impart to the gas bubbles a characteristic
movement in a vertical direction. The final velocity of this
motion was determined in [20] to be vA = 0.4 mm/s for a single
bubble assuming that Re d < I is valid for the Reynolds number
formed with the diameter. Our own measurements show that this
value in the vicinity of the probe, where the bubbles are
always very dense, is always exceeded. At a distance of one to
two centimeters downstream from the probe the value is vA = 0.4-
,_ 0.5 mm/s. Therefore there remains an additional, residual error
of less than 0.I mm/s which cannot be corrected. Thus in
measuring velocity components in a vertical direction which are
greater than 0.5 cm/s, the residual error which cannot be
corrected is
L,,<2,_-
6. Error caused by the centrifugal force. Another char-
acteristic movement of the bubbles is Produced in a flow field
with curved flow lines by the centrifugal force, since depending
on the density this acts to a different extent on gas bubbles and
the fluid particles surrounding them. If this inertial force
is compared with the buoyancy force A, then the following rough
estimate is valid for the flow conditions in these experiments
(U < 0.3 m/s, R = 1 m):
= j U 2
Z T d (@SeO--PH,) _ U 2 |
-/=
d (PH=o--P.,)g
i.e. the characteristic motion due to'the effect of centrifugal
force can the ignored in this ca_e.
7. Error in At. As explained in section 4.1.3, the error
in At _s less than I-_oo and carl be ignored.
Total error. Thus only the errors in As enter into the /137
calculation of the average quadratic total error in U. If
measurements are made with spaces between timelines of As > 4 mm,
then
L ,p,. <V 4z+ 1,1z+2 z_ 4,5_.
Provided as in this case there is a disturbed laminar
boundary layer flow which approximates the steady state, As can
be selected even greater. The total error then becomes even
smaller.
4.3 Disturbance Generators
In an unsteady laminar boundary layer flow the instabilities
are formed from incipient disturbances of varying int_ Lsity and [+!
arbitrary form such as are always present in every flow _n a
random distribution. Natural disturbances, therefore, appear in |_
differing states of excitation depending on the initial intensity I(see Fig. 17). Thus a very irregular flow pattern is formed
which is not suitable for a systematic investiagelon of the events
which lead to the laminar-turbulent transition. One only r
obtains information on what type of flows they are with respect
to which the boundary layer in question first becomes unsteady.
28
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Moreover, if the intensity of
the initial disturbances is only "
very small, then the instabilities
....._ - only become visible or detectable
_: if they are very intensely ex-
_= cited. Their further development
_ _'-_ up to the laminar-turbulent
" transition is almost like an ex-
"_-_ - plosion (see Fig. 29, p.38), in /138
u_ - -_--_- the process of which it is no
_ .... longer possible to observe their
development In space and time
with the available equipment.
_ ....• These obstancles in the
.... way of the intended studies can
_. only be overcome by forcing dis-
turbances in the boundary layer with
Fig. 17. Natural occurrence a uniform distribution and with a
of instabilities in an on- sufficient inital intensity, such
coming flow affected by dis- has been the common practice
turbances. R = 0.5 m; U, = dating back to G.B. Schubauer and
0.I m/s; G = 5.5 (middle of H.K. Skramstadt [25]. As dis-
picture), cussed in greater detail in the
following sections, screens and
heated wires were used as distur-
bance generators in the experiments described here.
4.3.1 Using Screens to Generate Disturbances
In order to create an Isotropic as possible disturbance
field cloth screens with uniformly spaced meshes of equal size
measuring about 20 cm were mounted in front of the model (see
Fig. 18). The Perlon threads were 0.2 mm thick, the mesh size
was 0.5 mm (quadratic mesh shape, 2 mm and 4 mm_ the latter two
being hexagonal mesh shapes. In accordance with [26], dis-
turbances produce behind the screen are damped if a critical
Reynolds number, which depends on the aperature ratio of the
screen (the ratio of open screen area to total screen area), is
not exceeded. This Reynolds number is formed with the thread
diameter. For the three screen it is the following: Recrit =
42, 66 and 70 respectively. This means that the velocity of the
oncoming flow must remain less than 0.21 m/s, 0.33 m/s and
0.35 m/s so that the wake disturbances behind the screen fade
away in isotropic turbulence. In addition, the aperture ratios
of the screens used are also large enough (0.59; 0.8; 0.9) to
exclude fluctuations in U along the span which could establish
the wavelength of the logitudinal vortex disturbance. In fact,
in wind tunnel experiments P. Bradshaw [27] measured fluctuations
in the boundary layer velocity U in the span direction on flat
" if screens with an aperture ratio of 0,57 were used in the
damping chamber.
OP_G_AL PAGE IB
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Fig. 18. Model with screen towed in front, b
4.3.2 Using Hot Wires to Generate Disturbances
These are a new type of disturbance generator. In
experiments without disturbance generators and with screens used
to produce disturbances it was found that of all the wide variety
of disturbances present in the strongly concave boundary layer
(behind the screen), longitudinal vortices of a certain wave-
length are always excited first (see section 5.1). This result
was utilized in designing this new type of disturbance generator.
In order to initiate these 1ogitudinal vortices along the span L,
by means of a small initial pulse, four hot wire coils were in-
serted close to the leading edge of the model. The coil parts
on the concave surface run parallel and in the direction of flow
(See Fig. 19). The spacings between the coils correspond to the
hotwi o ill!!ii
Production of logitudinal Hot wire coll on the leading
vortices over the hot wires edge
Fig. 19. Heated wires used to produce disturbances.
3O
_i
_ average wavelengths found in the experiments using screens. The
___ sires are produced from a non-oxldizing platinum-rhodium alloy
and they have a diameter of O.1 mm. Their specific resistance is
- p = 44.6Im.
When the coils are heated with an alternating current of /140
50 hE the particles of fluid in their immediate vicinity are
heated and set into motion as a result of the uplift created by
the heat. This motion corresponds to the vertical velocity
component in the middle of a pair of longitudinal vortices.
By heating one, two or all four heating coils, pairs of
- longitudinal vortices of three different wavelengths can be
__ produced in the unsteady concave boundary layer. These wave-
lengths are in a ratio of 1:2:4. By this means it is possible
to check the effect of the wavelength on excitation.
4. --
The initial intensity of the disturbances can be varied
i by the voltage applied to the heating coil. In the experiments
-- it was adjusted in such a way that excess temperatures between
0 and 60@C were produced on the wire depending on the velocity
of the oncoming flow.
At e = 0 the coil parts of the hot wires lying on the model
surface being investigated act only like an individual roughness
elemen _. According to EgS and E28S, such an element can likewise
involve longitudinal vortices provided Lhat the following
equation is valid for the Reynolds number calculated from the
roughness level K:
ReA= KUK> 3_ Re_,_,
v
(UK = velocity at the upper end of the roughness element).
In these _xperiments ReK always remains smaller than Recrlt,
°_ but Recrit in E28_ was found on a flat plate fo_ a spherical
roughness element, while in this case we were dealing with
pieces of wire 50 mm long running in the direction of flow. These
will certainly cause more intense disturbances, The experiments
also then showed that already at velocities of UK > 0.6 m/s or
at ReK > 60 vortex pairs emanate from the hot wires like those
shown in Eg_ and K28_. However, velocities as low as U® > 0.15 m/s
were sufficient to initlato the vortex field created on the
concave wall.
In the present experiments it was decided from the outset
not to use small airfoils, as has been done many times (E133,
E153) to initiate the longitudinal vortex disturbance predicted
theoretically for the unsteady boundary layer on the concave wall.
The reason for this was tha_ with such airfoils in addition to
the desired edge vortices periodical disturbances are also pro-
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duced at the same time in the wake __
, of the trailing edge (see Fig. 20).
_--_--_ ° = .... To be sure, with respect to these r_
|-L ----- -_v- -' periodic disturbances the concave
-.-. boundary layer for the model
" -. . being studied is still stable
. _ ___: according to the linearized
_ _ • theory, but with increasing in-
r_ _ tensity they could nevertheless2u_ :.. . ._ become active by means of non-
_/ "_-_ -: -_ linear coupling effects, for
_, ;_ _ ;__, example based on the theoretical /14____1
: _ model of K. Menzel [29] or
-_° = " '=" -" J.T, Stuart [30]
_ _'_ _. _
- : " 5 Experimental• _ , . , Results
" 5.1 The Instability Occurring
in the Boundary Lawyer on a
Fig. 20. Streakline photo- Concave Wall
graph of the wake of a 0.3-mm
thick airfoil with a deoth of To find out what type of
8 mm and a width of 30 mm. instabilities form in the unstable
U® = 0.4 m/s; Re = 3.2 x l03 l_,linar boundary layer flow on a
(calculated using the wing concave wall no interference gener- "
chord as the characteristic _tors were used to begin with in .
length). The view is from the experiments. Then an iso-
above looking at the suction tropic disturbance field was
side of the airfoil, superimposed on the oncoming flow
using the screens described in
section 4.3.1. This disturbance
field contained the components for all conceivable types of
vorticies. This was supposed to show which of these components
are excited and to what extent the instabilities erising in the
process are equivalent to those which are formed without a
screen. Finally_ th_ hot wi_es (section 4.3.2) were to be used
as a disturbance generator which was capable of initiating only
the type of instability detected up to that point.
If, as assumed in the theory, counterrotating longitudinal --
vortex pairs are involved, then streakline and timeline patterns
would be created behind horizontal probes llke those sketches in /14__2
Fig. 21 b and c respectively. Depending on whether the probe is
above or below the vortex axis (Fig. 21 a), the streakline in
those places where the distrubance component v is directed upward
and w = 0 will spread out or converge (Fig. 21 b). The tim_3ines
will preserve a wave form in which the crest in each case will
appear where v is directed towards the wall and w is again 0
.. (Fig. 21 c). Thus while the disturbance component w in particular
can be visualized by streaklines, the timelines reveal the
curve of u along the span. Further information on bubble motions
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longitudinal T can _e provided by varying m_
vortexpair ' degrees of picture brightness in
/ \ _ bubble fron_ the photographs• For instance,
!/_'_i _/'_ these are produced if bubbles• conv rge or sprea apart and _
.-_.. _ ...'_._/'-_AY_probe _ form areas of varying density
" = which correspondingly reflect
_, /,,-////// /////// /// _ / d ,'/ _ / _
o different quantities of light.
--! --_i'_ [ - li;_ I 5.1.1 Experiments wlthout a
• .,'"I!",_ / _ i_,'._"streaklines Disturbance Gene_ator
/::!/,:'"*.:. . ...:::"_'_%:I In well damped water
• •.... (damping time about 1 hour) i.e
.,_,: _.._ , , -t _.''. '
_..', _ ,:..
. ,.,,0. _,,-. ,.:, "'_'.'. with an oncoming flow which is
tv_iRAAA substantially free of distur-
i _ _ bance, the instabilities first
I Xb become visible at GSrtler para-
_--_ meters which far exceed the
"I'" "'.."" !iIu'..""''II_I.'''II critical value. Beyond this
""'.. polnt, however, they become
• even after a short distance down-
I "°. . °
i "" ' vrobe stream from here the transition_' takes place.
, J
_-L___- --_ Fig. 22 can provide an insightc
into such flow fields. This is
Fig. 21. Streakline and time- a streakline photograph for which
line configurations behind the bubbles were produced inter-
mittently.l The bubble front,horizontal probes in a laminar
boundary layer flow disturbed which to begin with run in a
straight line in the span direction,
by counterrotating longitu- become wave-shaped further down-
dinal vortex pairs._ stream. This means that the
x,=O.O7m .c=0.35mi I i. As with all of the photographs,
-- _;_, , _. unless otherwise noted the photo-
,-,. graphy arrangement and view
' _.""-' direction of the camera are as
. .- , shown in Fig. 6, p. II.
Iu,.. ._" " Fig. 22. Streakline photograph_ _ of an unstable boundary layer- flow without generated distur-
• ' bances, Model R = 0.5 m; U= -
' . j 0.5 m/s; G - 9 (at the transition
/ . , ' _ k
.... _ i polnt); xS = 0.08 m; yS/6= 0.7.
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x=O,2m xmO.47m
._.
_ :__________.... -=__.......
" -" _ " '_ _ - I
_ .. _,_ ---_ _ .'._.-. "_,. ..
Fig. 23. Streakline photograph of an unstable boundary
layer flow without generated disturbances, but with the
""_,,1 oncoming flow subject to random disturbances. R = 0.5 m;
U= = 0.125 m/s; GS = 3.84; xS = 0.2 m; ys/6 = 0.3.
_I laminar primary flow has been superimposed by a periodic dis-
turbance component u in the z plane. In addition, the greater
degree of brightness conspicuous on the wave crests indicates the
• presence of a periodic disturbance compo_ent w also in the z
plane.
If this experiment is repeated in water which is not yet
completely damped, i.e. if there are randomly distributed dis- /Z44
turbances of greater intensity present in the oncoming flow,
then those among them which are eYcited will become visible even
__ at smaller values of G, though in a very irregular formation
i_ and at varying intensity, as can be seen in Fig. 23. For this =photograph the flow was visualized with streaklines. As a result,
,_ the occurrence of the disturbance component w is now indicated "
3 directly by the alternatingly decreasing and increasing spacesbetween the streakllnes (cf. Fig. 21 b).
5.1.2 Experiments with Screens
A qualitatively similar, but more regular flow pattern
is created if the laminar oncoming flow is superimposed by an
isotropic flow field produced by towing screens in front of the
model of the type described in section 4.3.1. Viewed in the
span direction, the streakllnes (Fig. 24) again alternately
converge and spread apart, in the process of which streaks
J:__ running in the direction of flow which now _learly have a greater
am bubble density than before (Fig. 23). Stereophotographs
m
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bubble density than before (Fig. 23). Stereophotographs I (see
Fig. 25) in which the probe is below th_ vortex axis as in /146
Fig. 21 show that the bubbles of these longitudinal streaks
move upward, while those of the places lying in between move
downward.
Thus it can be said in summary that, ir the boundary layer
of the model of unstable laminar primary flcw under investigation,
excited disturbances u (Fig. 22) v and w (Figs. 23, 24 and 25)
are superimposed with a periodicity in z. These are at least
similar to those made by the disturbance equations in the
linearlzed theory. It can also be said that out of the entire
variety of disturbance components in the oncoming flow only
those are excitea which contribute to the formation of this
three-dimensional instability.
5.1.3 Experiments with Heated Wires
On the basis of this purely qualitative result it
was now possible to develop and use the hot wires described in
section 4.3.2. To be sure, these excite longitudinal vortices,
but otherwise they do _ot cause any additional other types of
disturbances. Streakline and timeline photographs made using
hot-wire coils (Figs. 26 and 27) show qualltatively the same /]48
instabilities as Figs. 23, 24 and 22, and moreover the flow field
has now become sufficiently regular so that reproducible
measurements can be carried out.
The doubl_ exposed time line photograph in Fig. 27 is a
partial picture of one of the stereometric pairs which were
evaluated according to the method described in section 4.2.
An _nitial result which was obtained in this way is that shown
by the curves in Fig. 28 a, b and c for the velocity components
D + u, v and w along the span direction z at a distance from the
wall of y/6 = 0.5. With the broken lines labelled l, 2, 3 and 4
the measured velocity values can be coordinated with the
corresponding places in the vortex field diagramed in the upper
right hand corner of the figure and with the flow photograph
in Fig. 27.
If one compares this result with the solution equation made
by G6rtler [1] in his stability studies as given in Fig. l, P.3,
then it can also be stated quantitatively that longitudinal
vortices develop in the unstable flow condition on the concave
I. The stereophotographs can be observed with a pocket stereo-
_ scope. The two partial pictures are Joined together without
_ any gaps• The pocket stereoscope must _e moved _n a horizontal
and vertical direction in order robe able to observe each
- section of the pictures.
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Fig. 27. Double exposed timeline photograph of the
flow shown in Fig. 26. At = 0.080 s.
\u.
iTi - _ "
o
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i'[_l
1 _ ! C 6 I
I_ _,
o, o,double exposed timelinephotographs as shown in Fig. 27. I_-
veooc rnneeoondoonilb velocity component perpendicular to the wall; c - ,_!velocity component in the span direction; d - diagram [of the vortex disturbance.
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wall in a parallel flow which have the same shape as those
which are possible according to the linearized stability theory•
5.2 Effect of the Wall Curvature
The effect of the curvatare
on the development of the in-
x=O.gm x_ 1,15m
i stability was investigated only
_i!' !_'_ ?- :)_ qualitatively in this work•. : _* _, ::-, - _ - , First of a l, a model ith a°
: '' !' _' ' :'_ ". _ r test surface having a curvature: _ with a adius of 5 m was studi d
, l_;l_ j_ ._,-i_'_ . =-"_ without a disturbance generator
/_ '_,.-¢-__--. ", In so doing,u_ - , _ , , it turned out
(" -" _ _L_ (Fig. 29) that the transition
: -,_', -_ proceeded very suddenly (also
_ - see section 5.1 I) Instabilities /149
in the form of pronounced longi-
_., tudlnal vortices could not be
, determined, but rather Tolmien-
Schlichting waves, even though the
boundary layer according to the
Fig. 29. Lamlnar-turbulent linearized theory first b comes
transition fo_ the model with unstable with respect to GSrtler
a radius of R = 5 m. U® = vortices. Of course, wlth this small
0.8 m/s; G = 8 (in the transi- curvature and with the oncoming
tion region); xS = 0.9 m; flow velocity of 0.8 m/s which
ys/g=0.3, had to be selected in order to
bring the boundary layer to the
transition before the end of the concavely curved portion of the
model at about x = 1.1 m, the two stability limits are very
close together, namely at x = 0.04 m and 0.08 m (Fig. 3, P. 6).
In Fig. 29 the occurrence of Tollmien-Schlichtlng waves is
hinted at by the varying spaces between the tlmelines in the
flow direction. These spaces are indeed equal in the undisturbed
laminar flow in accordance with how they are produced (see
section 4.1.2 and Fig. 8b, p. 13. In contrast to this, the
G6rtler vortices could clearly be detected without a disturbance
generator for the model w_tb the radius of curvature of R = 0.5 m
(section 5.1, Fig. 22) _.nd also for the model wi_h E = 1 m
_ although even with this model longitudinal vortices of smaller
intensity can be observed. This becomes especially conspicuous
during the laminar-turbulent transition, for while the longi-
tudinal vortex streets on the mode] with a radius of E = 0.5 m
still exist even after the transition (Fig. 30), they are
already destroyed for the model with a radius of R = 1 m
(Fig. 31).
Furthermore it can be observed that on the more strongly /150
curved wall the transition takes place wlthln a shorter distance.
Since in this case also the GSrtler parameter increases with the
38
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x=O,15m x_O.40m
I
...@
Fig. 30. Development of ,instabilities with a screen
used to produce disturbances. R = 0.5 m; U_ = 0.52 m/s;
G = 8.3 (in the transition region); xS = 0.15 m;
ys/_ = 0.4.
x=O,4m x=O.6mI
.i
Fig. 31. Development of instabilities with a screen
used to produce disturbances. R - 1 m; U® = 0.25 m/s;
G = 8.2 (in the transition region); xS = 0.4 m;
yS/_ = 0.4.
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boundary layer thickness or with the run length, it can be
stated here -- similar to as in Liepmann [7], [8] -- that the
GSrtler parameter, as found in the llnearized theory, is
capable of describlug the stability condition of the boundary
layer on a concave wall. Liepmann had deduced this on the basis
of his experimental findings, according to which the boundary
layer always makes a transition at a certain wall curvature
(R = 0.75 m) independently of U® when a parameter value of
G = 9 is reached.
Finally, it can be gathered from Figs. 30 and SI that the
longitudinal vortices are actually predominant for the two
strongly curved models and that two-dlmenslonal Tollmien-
Schllchting waves, in agreement with the linearized theory,
do not occur (on this point also see section 2.B and Fig. B).
As to the ouestion of whether perhaps three-dimensional Tollmlen-
Schllchtlng waves are net involved in the transition, this must
be discussed in detail later on. Here once again it should
Just be made clear how importan_ it is to use strongly curved /151
surfaces if one wants to study the development of Gortler
vortices and their effect on the lamlnar-turbuelen transition.
Based on this understanding, the strongly curved models with
radii of R = 0.5 m and R = I m were used for all further
__ experiments even though, for the reason mentioned above, withthese models the development of instabilities can be observed
only along a short distance.
5.3 The Wavelength of the Longitudinal Vortex Disturbance ._
According to the llnearlzed theory, the possible longi-
tudinal vortices in the unstable concave boundary layer can
assume all wavelengths within a certain region which is covered
by the neutral curve (see stability diagram Fig. 2, p. _).
• In order to find out which of these finally prevail experiments
were again conducted with a screen towed in front of the model.
In so doing it turned out, as already discussed in section
5.1.2, that longitudinal vortex components of a certain wave-
length are excited in the unstable laminar boundary layer flow
which is superimposed by an isotropic disturbance field. As
the experiments slowed (Fig. 32 a, b, c and Table 2), _ in this /152
situation is a function both of the oncoming flow velocity and
the curvature of the model.
If with the mean values determined for _ from Fig. 32 a,
b, and c one forms the dimensionless parameter
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J.. = 0,075 m/s U=, = 0.30 m/s U_ = 0,075 m s
R=0,5 m R=0,5 m R= I m
6----4 G=5 G---3.5 m
K---- 195 K= 212 K----210 _.
FiE. 32. Development on instabilities using a screen
to prc_uce disturbances.
valid for the test conditions in
Table 2 each case, then one obtains almost r
the same values for all of the _._
point U=[m/s] Rim] A.1O-Z[m] K C experiments :isted in Table 2.
no. In the stability diagram they
I 0,075 0,5 1,5 195 4 establish K = constant lines
2 0,30 _5 0,65 212 5 which run through tl.eneutral3 0,0;5 ! 2,0 210 3,5 curve and the curves of constant
excitation in the vicinity of
their minimums, i.e. where the
longitudinal vortices of the relevant wavelength are firs_ or
most strongly excited.
To be sure, such a finding was to be expected, but the
fact that it actually occurred then indicates also in this I ,_
case the validity of the llnearlzed theory. The deviation
In K values can be attributed to the irregularities still present
in the flow field. These can also be seen in Fig. 32 a, b and B_
c. They will certainly make themselves very strongly felt li
because the minimums of the excitation curves in the stability
diagram are very flat.
Further experiments witn screens of different mesh sizes I_I
and mesh shapes showed no effect on the disturbances. To be I/sure, however, dirt particles which have been caught in the
screens can cause deviations from an isotropic distribution of I_
disturbances and thereby of course also cause certain
irregularities in the flow field. With the stability parameters
_jRIGINAL PAG_ l_
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_._| G given in Table 2, together with the corresponding K values,
,_|_ it is possible to specify the flow conditions shown in the
_, photographs in Fig 32 in the stability diagr_ These are
_" labelled I 2 and 3 in Fig. 37 (P. 47).i
5.4 The Neutral Curve
Initial attempts to establish the neutral curve for the
_ boundary layer on a concave wall have already been made by
Wortmann [13]. On a slightly curved model (R = 20 m) and using
a rhombus-shaped airfoil he produced a sinusoldal disturbance /153
velocity u running in the span direction somewhat llke that
assumed in the theoretical solution equation of GSrtler [l].
By producing a subcritical stability state by cutting off the
I boundary layer he was able to visualize how the amplitudes ofthe disturbance components u first of all decrease and then
°_ again increase after a certain distance downstream. The flow
state corresponding to the place of reversal from damping to
excitation was regarded as the point of the neutral curve. It
is marked in the stability diagram by the pertinent (me) and
G values and lies in the vicinity of the minimum of the neutral
curve _alculated by GSrtler [I] (Fig. 37, P. 47). For several
reasons it was decided in the experiments conducted here not to
determine other points in the vicinity of the medium. An
important factor for this was the circumstance that for _his
purpose one must introduce very strong disturbances in order to
be able to observe or measure them in the non-excited state.
Since at the same time the oncoming flow velocity must be
selected very small if the flow is to be stable with respect to
GSrtler vortices along a sufficiently long distance, u and U®
can hardly differ from one another by a whole order of magnitude.
This is precisely what should be avoided, however, based on
=_ what has been said in section 4.3.2. In confirmation of the
arguments made there we can here refer to the experience of
Wortmann that the location of the neutral point found by him is
- not independent of the angle of attack of the disturbance airfoil
or of the intensity of the initial disturbances. Such a
relationship also showed up in the theoretical investigations
of Meksyn and Stuart KS1] and Grohne [32] using the exmaple of
flow between flat parallel walls•
Likewise it is difficult to determine points of the
neutral curve further to the left of the point of the minimum
because this would require the introduction of very wide
vortices. As Fig. 33 shows, suc_ vortices are in fact not con-
stant, but rather intermediate vortices are formed of half
wavelength. Accordingly, a new flow state exists_ which in the
stability diagram is shifted to the ri_!t with respect to the
old flow st&_e into the region of stron, ", _xcitation.
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Therefore the experiments conducted here to establish the
neutral curves were only directed towards determining their
sharply rising right branch. To this end, incipient disturbances
wece produced using the heated wires and at different towing
velocities U_. These were spaced one after another in the span
directicn at distances of 0.85, 1.7 and 3.4 cm. To find out
whether this would give rise to longitudinal vortices of the
intended wavelength excited further downstream, the flow was
visualized at three different distances from the leading edge /15____4
by means of bubble probes at xS = 0.15, 0.25 and 0.40 m and the
flow was photographed. The rele¥ant photographs are Joined
together in Figs. 34, 35 and 36._ The individual series of
horizontal pictures show the development _tages of the longi-
tudinal vortex dlsturbanc_e of different wavelengths with the
same oncoming flow velocity U® directly b_hlnd a bubble probe.
Therefore the same stability parameter G is valid for the
flow state in the horizontally adjacent photographs. It is given
i. The considerably larger and partially blurred light spots
which can be seen in different pictures are air bubbles which
have attached themselves to the underside of th_ model.
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Flg. 34, Longitudinal vortex disturbances of different
wavelengths produced by hot wires. Probe location:
xs = 0.15; YS = B mm.
in the right hand mar_in below the eorrespondlng value of U,, The
vertically adjacent photographs show dlsturbanmes in which initial
disturbances of the same wavelength were produced corresponding to
the X values given at the top of each column. The photographs
which were taken behind the _ame probe (at xS - 0,15, 0 25 or
0.40 m) are grouped together on one sheet in each case.'
The flow conditions shown in the individual pictures are
given in the stability diagram in Fig. 37. *he flow states for
the excited vortex disturbances are indicated by circles and
by squares for the dampened disturbances. From this it is clear
that excited longitudinal vortices only form when a certain
,_ _ " ,._'_' .... ": "+"T .,o. _ .,+. :" "m+,t.
" , . _ • ,_ f "'_--':. ,7-,
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2-----3,4cm J,-- 1,7cm _[----0,85cm
Fig. 35. Longitudinal vortex disturbances of different
wavelengths produced by hot wires. Probe location:
xs = 0.25 m; YS = 4 mm.
parameter value K = f(G) is exceeded. A boundary line (..... )
can be drawn between the flow states indicated by the circles
and squares. This can be regarded as the portion of the right
branch of the neutral curve located in the measuring range.
With respect to the curves calculated in [13 or in [23 and [53,
it is, to be sure, shifted somewhat to the right. In part,
however, this may be due to the fact that the disturbances /I_
produced, which lie barely outside the excited region, are
damped only imperceptibly, and also in part to the fact that
G6rtler KI], Smith K2] and Hgmmerlin K5] based their calculations
of the neutral curve on the Blasius profile deteEnined for the
flat boundary layer, whereas according to [SS] and ES4S the
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
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2= 3.4¢m 2= 1,7cm A=O,BScm I_"
U_ = !,0---$
Fig. 36. Longitudinal vortex disturbances of different
wavelengths produced by hot wires. Probe location:
xS = 0.4 m; YS 5 mm.
boundary layer on a concavely curved wall is somewhat thinner. /158 )
The experimental evidence for the right branch of the neutral -- i
curve here should be regarded as a significant result.
5._ Excitation of Lthe Longitudinal Vortex Disturbance i
In this section we will first of all show purely qualitatively
the relationship between excitation and the wavelength of the
vo:tex d_stu_bance. Then for the most unstable magnitude of |j.
d_stu_bance the exictation will be determined quantitatively _
u_ing the measuring method described in section 4.2.
l-
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5.5.1 The Relatlonship between
__.__ o_o_:_ 2_ _.o_o,o 20 _o_ _ Excitation and W&velen_th
__ 5o__ As already mentioned several
i_:_/:._w>',, Toc0 times the curves of constant
,--- excitation have pronounced mini--
,0_.__ 3oo and that is why for the same
7s - _0 stability parameter (G : constant)
5.: the longitudinal vortices of
_c0 different wavelengths are excite4
_s _o to different degrees. This can
__ _ be simply checked experimentally
:0 by introducing longitudinal vor-
tices of differ nt waveleng hs
___. _c but the same initial intensity
_25 _ in the unstable boundary layer
at the same oncoming flow velocity
I
_ _ , , U _nd comparing the degree of
G0! 0.025 G05OZ;5_0 0,25 05 0.75_ Z5 _ 7.5 I0
their excitation at the same
Fig. 37. •The stability dla- point x. In t_s ca_e the points /159
gram (from [1], Fig. 8) with P (G;=e) indicating the flow state
• the values for the neutral in the stability diagram lie
curve obtained by Wortmann and along a horizontal straight line
those obtained by the author, which intersects various curves
o flow state with excited of constant excitation. Conse-
disturbances; o flow state quently, suitable flow photographs
_ with damped disturbances; at the same place downstream must
..... measured points of the show longitudinal vortices excited
neutral curve; _ Wortmann to different degrees.
[13]; x addition.l test points
(section 5.3 and section To what extent this theoretical
5,5.1). statement can be confirmed by
experiment can be seen from the
photographs In Fig. 38. They show
the boundary layer flow on the same wall segment. In each case
the oncoming flow velocity was U® = 0.06 m/s; the wavelengthI of the longitud_nal vortices was successively 3.4, 1.7 and 0.85
0.85 cm. The disturbances were initiated by hot wires with
exactly the sam_ initial intensity. The corresponding flow states
are indicated in the stability diagram (Fig. 37) by points 4, 5
i and 6. Accordingly, point 5 lles in the region of greatest
excitation. The pertinent flow photograph is the middle one in
Fig. 38. Comparison with the two adjacent photographs Immediately
shows that here the vortex disturbance is indeed excited to the
greatest degree.
i
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_. x=O,70m
'l
, , . /
19 "-=" ..... _;--
O_ T- _ = 0.62m
_=3,4 cm A= 1,7 cm 2=0.85 cm
K= 393 K= 146 K=47
point 4 rkt 5 rkt. 6
Fig. 38. Excited longitudinal vortices at various
wavelengths X and with the same oncoming flow velocity -
U® (double exposed photographs). R = I m; U = 0.06 m/s;
Gs = 6.3; xS = 0.625 m; ys/_ _ 0.25.
5.2.2 Quantitative Determination of the Excitation
of the Longitudinal Vortex Dlsburbance
In order to determine the excitation of the longi-
tudinal vortex disturbance, double exposed timeline photographs
taken with the photoGra,._netric stereocamera were analyzed
photogrammetrically. In these experiments the bubbles emanated
from horizontal probes which were mounted at 25, 35, 45 and /160
55 cm downstream from the leading edge and whose distance from
the wall was varied within the boundary layer. By this means
it was possible to determine the velocity field at different
,_ points x as a function of the distance from the wall. The
measurements were restricted to the x-y planes along which m
the velocity component in the direction of the oncoming flow
reached its minimum or its maximum, i.e. along the longitudinal
sections which are labelled 1 and 3 in Figs. 27 and 28.
In order to create a homogeneous as possible flow field
the disturbances for these experiments were again initiated with
the hot-wlre coil. The wavelengths X were chosen in such a way
that the vortex disturbance developed in the region of greatest
excitation.
_.5.2.1 Velocity Profiles in t_e Boundar_ Layer
Dis turbed_b_ Excited Long itudinai _Vortices
In the longitudinal sections I and 3 the velocity
component is always w - 0. The velocities U, u and v measured
48
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Fig. 39. Profiles of the boundary layer velocity and
the disturbance velocity measured in longitudinal sections
1 and 3. U® = 0.06 m/s; R - I m; _ = boundrry layer
thickness at the me--uring point.
there at distances of x = 0,275 m, 0.375 m, 0.#75 m and 0.575 m
behind the leading edge at an oncoming flow velocity of U_ =
0.06 m/s are plotted in Fig. 39 over the distance from the wall,
Thls clearly shows how the vortex disturbance develops downstream
and how the boundary layer profiles are affected by this, The
velocity profiles are affected in such a way that next to the
wall the velocity gradients (6U/6y) of the profiles U(y) in
_,,;.,,.z.. ....._,...., ..- ,, ...,.._,,_.,.., . ,,-+';i!_---
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longitudinal section I become smaller and smaller in comparison
with those in longitudinal section 3. It is therefore obvious
when the laminar-turbulent transition is initiated In longitudinal
_A section i, ab will be shown later on.
Here it should be mentioned that the tendency which can be
_ecognized in Fig. 39 of the disturbance components u and v to
decrease downstream the distance from the wall of their maximum
corresponds in the same way to the linearized theory as the
tendency of the disturbances to extend teyond the boundary layer
with an increasing degree oI" excitation.
In Fig. 40 the amplitudes meas._red at x = 0.457 m for the
disturbance velocities are plotted over the distance from the
wall y. _erc also in order to make another comparison with the
theory the eigenfunctions calculated by H_merlin [4] cortes-
0 OS 10 _|_x 0 005 _ _15 UI_x "0_5 _0 005 Ul_ x
Fig.-40. Amplitude distribution of di6turbance
velocities. R = 1 m; G = 4.8; U® = 0.06 m/s.
-- Measured curve; .... Theoretical curve.
ponding _o this flow state a_e also plotted. Accordingly,
both curves are Zn agreement inasmuch as u is greater in each
case than v and w and u reaches its maximum at a smaller distance
from tha wall than v. By contrast, the measured disturbances
unlike the calouiated ones, extend only insignificantly beyond
the boundary layer
5.5.2.2 The Excitation Curve /16____22
To m_ke clear to what extent the disturbance
motinn im excited downstz_eam, Fig. 41 shows the maximum disturbance
bance velocity Uma x measurer at different points downstream with
resoect to the value found at x = 0,275 m pl_tted over x and G.
In addition, the ratio _max/U® is also given for each measuring
point so that the development of the absolute values of Uma x with
respe(t _o U® can De followed. Similar to what was found Hy
__ Tani [12], the excitation does not diminish with an increasing| r_Srtler parameter. The slope of the curve here, however, isis somewhat steeper than that found in Tani.
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Fig. 41. Curve of excitation with increasing distance
from the leading edge. Ua, = 0.06 m/s; R = 1 m.
5.6 The Laminar-Turbulent Transition /16___33
As already described in section 2.3, one aim of these
experiments was to especially emphasize the effect of longitudinal
vortex disturbance on the laminar-turbulent transition. There-
fore, in contrast to Tani [12], Aihara [IO], Tani and Aihara [15]
- and Wortmann [13], [14], the curvature of the model surface was
chosen so large that the boundary layer is as stable as possible
with respect to Tollmien-Schlichting waves up to the transition.
- For this same reason, neither were any periodic disturbances
produced in the boundary layer, for example by means of a trans-
versely oscillating band (Tani and Aihara [15]) or by means of
a disturbance airfoil making rotary oscillations. This means,
of course, that possible periodic, nonsteady events may never-
theless result and have an uncontrolled effect thus considerably
complicating a systematic study precisely in the transition zone.
Therefore we did not so much pursue the objective of giving a
generally valid description of the transition process as rather
we tried to represent the events in the existing flow field as
clearly as possible and compare them with existing findings.
In contrast to the periodic disturbances, the longitudinal
vortices in all of the experiments which are described in this
section were initiated with hot wires. Thus an extremely regular
L
flow field always exists up into the transition zone.
5.6.1 The Lon_itudinal.VortexField
If above the boundary layer in question was said to
be stable with respect to Tollmien-Sch]ichting waves, wha_ was
means by this was stable in the sense Of the linearized theory
51
for the case of R = 0. If, however, a two-dimensional laminar
j boundary layer Is superimposed with counterrotating longitudinalvortex pairs, then it becomes deformed three-dimenslonally andvelocity profiles of greater and lesser stability are formed
(see Fig. 39). The profiles in longitudinal sections i become
especially unstable where the disturbance component is directed
against the direction of the maln flow. As a result, the
Tollmlen-Schlichting stability limit can be reached sooner here
than is predicted by the theory for the B&aslus boundary layer.
As wlll be shown later on, the transition process actually
-i begins In these zones.
Up until then, however, the longitudinal vortex field is
_ stable. A secondary instability, indicated by the appearance of
twisted interfaces between the longitudinal vortices as described
by Wortmann [14], could not reproducibly be presented here. In
particular, we did not succeed in finding by means of measure-
ments the associated steady velocity profiles with two points /16____4
- of inflection (cf. Fig. 39). The attempt to visualize them as
did Wortmann [14] using a vertical probe ran into considerable
difficulties, since the bubble lines which emanate from a probe
wire perpendicular to the surf._ce are bent in the z direction
as a result of the rotational motion of the longitudinal vor-
tices (Fig. 42). As a result the individual bubbles get Into
longitudinal sections with
" different ve_,)city distributions
_bubblewire
_ubble line U(y). If, as happens in thephotographing proc s , one
In thiz way In a projection on
the longitudinal section In
:_ )I_ _ whl0h the probe wlre is located,
-/-./"-p--__/,_/,....,,,,,_.. .z then indeed one also sees curves
U_!_ x --.... with two points of inflection
i- (Fig. 43 b and c), but accordingly
_ /_ u these do not represent velocity
profiles in the x-y plane. These
ar obtained In the boundary layer
flow only for the special case
in which the bubble probe is
Umin Umox
_z located exactly In a longitudinal
3 section I (FI_. 43 a) or 3 which
at the same time falls in an |
Fig. 42. Release of hydrogen x-y plane. BoSh conditions could
i
bubbles from a vertical probe be met only rarely and at random
in a boundary layer flow dls- In these experiments, since the
turbed by longitudinal vor- longitudinal vortex field easily Lrices, moved back and forth in the spandirectlon of the specified vortex
wlth _ does not stand in a certain ratio, which Is not entirely
clarified in the experiment in question, to the boundary layer
thickness. Of course, with the boundary layer increasing in the
flow direction such a ratio can only be maintained only at Indi-
52
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a b c
(,',: = 0.05 m;s U_c= 0.0_ m,/s .U_ = 0.075 mis
G=4.4 G=4,4 G= 4.'_
K= n,s K=,ns K= n68
Fig, 43. Bubblellne: behind a vertical prove (a) in
longitudinal section 1; (b) and (c) between longitudinal
section.q I" and 3. R = I m; x, = 0.45 m.
vidual points. Based on this view, it was decided not to visualize
velocity profiles in a systematic sequence for different
stability states. Quantitative data in this regard was obtained
exclusively by photogrammetric analysis of stereophotographs, by
means of which the three-dimensional distortions of the timelines
are taken into consideration.
5.6.2 Secondary Instabilit_
If the velocity profiles superimposed by the excited
longltudlnal vortex disturbance of the laminar boundary layer
in longitudinal section I have reached a certain degree of
instability, then a new disturbance is created there. Therefore
in what follows it will be referred to as a "secondary insta-
bility." In timeline photographs with the line of sight on the
surface of the model this first manifests itself through a local
concentration of timelines limited to longitudinal section 1
(Fig. 44, detail "A"). The latter is equivalent to a decrease
in velocity or stagnation. As a result, a thickening of the
boundary laye_ occurs and an increase in the distance between
the axes for the pair of longitudinal vortices in question. °?
The following fluld, which arrives undelayed, runs into the
stagnated fluid and tries to flow past it. This increases thu
spanwise vorticlty. Immediately behind the stagnation point the
flow appears rather accelerated according to the spaces between
the timelines, in the process of which the axes of the longitu-
dinal vortices again approach each other (Fig. 44, detail "B").
This process repea_s _tself in a periodic manner. The
letters "C" and "D" in Fig. 44 mark the stagnation points which
precede that described at "A." In contrast to point "A",
points "C" and "D" are already in a more excited state. In this
connection, especially Cn stereoscopic examinatlon, the rolling
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_ Fig. 44. Creation of the secondary instability.
R = I m; U_ = 0.075 m/s: K = 168; G = 6.5 (at the
point of the secondary instability at "A";
xS = 0.6 m; ys/_ _ 0.3.
_i vertical ,, Yp_be
. , spanwise process, or the increase in span- /166
-- \ /_: //_ /vortex axis wise vorticity, stands out more
_/--nonde_rmed and more clearly. At the same
-- \//_/"__ time, the spanwise vortex axis,
)_ J_-- deformed__ which at first runs in the z
direction, is bent upward in the
-----_ manner sketched in Fig. 45 by
3 _ 3 the superimposed longitudinal
l Fig. 45. Deformation of the vortex so that the spanwise vor-
spanwlse vortex axes in the tex at "D" In Fig. 44 already
longitudinal vortex field seems to be divided into a left
half and a right half.
The rolling process, or the development of a spanwlse /167
vorticlty concentration, is represented somewhat more clearly
in the side view (projection on an x-y plane) if the timelines
are produced at a vertical probe and if this is located
approximately in a longitudinal section I. In _his case the
stagantion can first be recognized by a thickening of the
boundary layer going out from the wall (Fig. 46, detail "A").
A zone of increased shear due to the sharp difference in velocity
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Fig. 46. Creation of the secondary instability in the
x-y plane. R = 1 m; U® = 0.18 m/s; K = 141; x. = 0.4 m;
G = 7.4 (at the point of the pronounced spanwi_e vortex
at "D", x = 0.575 m).
is formed between the staganted fluid and the undisturbed outer
=m flow. This in indicated in Fig. 46 by the compression of the
timelines. The stagantion points preceding one another again
turn out to be in a more excited state in each case. In the
far right of the photograph in Fig. 46 a pronounced spanwis e
vortex has already formed itself at detail "D".
Similar hydrogen bubble pictures using the same photography
arrangement were obtained for the laminar-turbulent transition
of a flat boundary layer by J. Nutant [35] and F. H. Hama and
J. Nutant [36]_ In this connection, however, they did not
spe_k of stagnations, but rather they explained the occurrence
of such forms by the rising up of Tollmien-Schlichting wave
fronts from the surface. This explanation cannot be accepted
= here, since no indications of any kind of Tollmien-Schlichting
waves are to be seen up to the appearance of the secondary
instability, nor can they be detected with hot-wire anemometers.
It is equall_ impossible to apply the interpretation of similar
instability phenomena, vusualized by Meyer and Kline [3T] using
a colored liquid in a flat boundary layer, to the instability
phenomena found in these experiments. Those authors spoP
of "lifted.-up low-speed streaks," which of course also express "_
themselves in the form of a thickening of the boundary layer,
but below these the liquid moves at an accelerated rate, a
fact which is stressed at the same time. Here, on the other
hand, stagnations are involved which emanate from the surface /168
of the wall in the oncoming flow and which only increase in the
y-dlrection in the course of their excitation (from left to right
in Fig. 46).
Of the numerous articles on hot-wire studies which have been
conducted in flat and also in concave boundary layers, only those
by L. S. G. Kovasznay, H. Komoda and B. R. Vasudeva [38] give
indications of an instability form of this kind. In this con-
55
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nectlon, the above authors speak of "slow moving bumps" which,
llke in these experiments, move under layers of high stress.
In [38] in agreement with the theoretical statements in this
regard by J.T. Stuart [303special attention is drawn to the
latter phenomenon and also to its action during the laminar-
turbulent transition. In these articles little is said about
the cause which leads to the stagnations, the "lifted-up low-
speed streaks" or the "slow moving bumps." The author of this
article suspects local separation of flow as soon as the velocity
profiles in longitudinal sections 1 -- the zones of low velocity
-- have formed a point of inflection on the wall due to the
superimposed longitudinal vortices (cf. Fig. 43 a, p. 53). In
order to give a definitive exp_Lanation of this it is intended
in later experiments to make measurements of the velocity gradle
gradients on the wall with hot film flush with the surface.
Finally, in order to be able to say something about the
dependence on time of the laminar boundary layer flow dis-
turbed by primary and secondary _nstabilities, a few specific
hot-wire measurements were made in the zones of larger and
smaller velocity. To thls end, two hot-wlre probes were used.
These were located at the same (x,y) oolnt but were moved with
respect to one another in the z-dlrection. In order to know
or check their position in the easily fluctuating longitudinal
!_ vortex field during the measurement interval the flow wasvisualized at the same time. Fig. 47 shows a corresponding
photograph. The bubbles were generated continuously on ahorizontal cat ode wir . Th primary instability, i.e. the
longitudinal vortices, can, as before, be recognized by thezones runnln_ in the longitudinal direction of larger bubble
_ density (longitudinal section I) and smaller bubble density
(longitudinal section 3) (cf. Fig. 21, p. 33), and the
secondary _nstabillty, viewed in the x-dlrectlon, can be
recognized by the intermittent local bubble concentrations
(detail "A"). In the picture it is quite clear that these
are strictly limited to the longitudinal section I. Of the _
two hot-wire probes one in each case is located in a longitu- E
dinal section i and a longitudinal section 3.
The result of the hot-wire measurement can be seen from
the oscillogram in Fig. 48. The traces shown _here were
produced by an AC measurement. This particularly emphasizes
the fluctuations in velocity over time which are reflected by /17___0
the vertical deflection. The horizontal deflection represents
the time axis. Since the time interval of the measurement
also includes the point in time of the photograph it is possible
" to coordinate the measured velocity curve with the corresponding
location in the velocity field. This result of the measurement
confirms what can be seen on the basis of purely visual evidence
(Fig. 47), namely that no fluctuations of velocity °f8anY4). kindoccur in lo gitudinal section 3 (upper llne In Fig. In
longitudinal section I, on the other hand, where secondary
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Fig, 47. Laminar boundary layer flow disturbed by
primary and secondary instabilities, visuzlized by
the continuous generation of bubb1_s on a horizontal
cathode wire. The hot-wire probes which are also
hotographed are located in a longitudinal section i
upper probe) and a longitudinal section 3 (lower probe).
R = I m; U= = 0.25 m/s; K = 196; G = 8.5 (at the point
of the hot-wlre probes) ; Xhot_wire probe = 0.58 m;
Yhot-wlre probe/6 = 0,2,
Fig, 48. Oscillogram of the
,hot-wlre measuremen_ (AC
measurement). For _he vertical
deflection one unit of grid
spacing = 0.065 m/s and for the
horizontal deflection one unit
of grid spacing = 0.I s. The
measurement in longitudinal
section 3 is represented by the"
upper trace and the measuremen_
in lonEitudlnal section I by
_he lower _race,
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'_I instabilities can be visualized, periodic velocity fluctuations
occur between 0-0.3 U_. The large irr_guTarity of the amplitudedistribution is due to the twisting mctlon of the longitudinal
vortex field. This can already be seen"in Fig. 47 and is
described in more detail in the next section. What this causes
is that the fixed hot-wire probe lies exactly in longitudinal
section i of the longitudinal vortex field only for a brief
_ time. The frequency is about 12.5 Hz and thus lies in the range
of the Tollmien-Schlichting waves. In contrast to these, however,
the secondary instability found here does not involve a two-
dimensional wave motion nor a three-dimenslonally deformed two-
dimensional wave motion, but rather a disturbance motion which,
viewed in the z-dlrection, is limited to the longitudinal zones
of small velocity U in the longitudinal vortex field.
So called spikes, like those, for example, pointed out by
P.G. Klebanoff, K.D. Tidstrom and L.M. Sargent [39] and
L.S.G. Kovaszny, H. Komaoda and B.R. Vasudeva K30] in the
oscillograms of their hot-wire measurements and which, according
to the last named a_thors, are necessarily connected with the
appearance of a kink in the zone of increased shear, have so
far not been found. This is in agreement with the statements
of I. Tani and Y. Aihara [15] and H. Komoda K40S. This is in
spite of the fact that also in the present experiment the zones
- of increased shear showed a kink at the start of the rolling
process (Figs. 46 and 49). However, it has been shown in [15S
and [40] that precisely when the boundary layer is very severely
deformed three-dimensionally by airfoil-shaped disturbance
generators, then no spike are to be found.
Finally, to give an idea of the _agnitude of the excitation
of a secondary disturbance, or of its development in time on its
path downstream, tlmelines emanat/ng from a vertical probe
were photographed with a 16 mm movie camera. This mcved with
the outer flow at a speed of about 0.8 U® . The photography
axis here runs in the z-dlrection. The result is shown in
Fig. 49. The vertically arranged partial pictures there were
cut out of a filmstrip. They span time intervals in each case
of 0.i sec. In the uppermost partial picture the secondary
instability can already be recognized by the slight increase
in thickness of the boundary layer going out from the wall and
by the zone of increased shear forming above this. Just as both
of these features become more and more pronounced, the spanwise
vorticity also increases. This is first of all reflected by
a bend in the shear layer. The latter is comparable to the
kink described by Kovasznay, Komoda and Vasudeva [38]. Whereas /172
in this experiment, however, a rolling process can be observed
in the course of further excitation up to the formation of a
discrete spanwlse vortex, noting of this sort was described in
[38].
In summary ti can be stated that the seconday instability
originates in longitudinal section I where the longitudinal
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x=O_Sm vortex component u is directed
lllj_! a against the primary flow velocity.
It forms when the velocity pro-
,=os files become steeper and steeper
as a result of the superimposed
excited longitudinal vortex
lil[] ,!I disturbance (Fig. 29) and, as
_..I. _4 J . suspected by the author, it
,=ca, finally acquires a point of in-
flection (Fig. 43 a, p. 53).
/'-'"--_i=; i_--" At first, periodic velocity
L_ ! I __.__.. slowdowns occur which emanate
• ,=0.2s from the wall and result in
stagnation points In the
CFigs. 44, 46 and 49).
u_ fluid
At the
R___I_j !/! i':ili_ same time, regions of increased
shear or spanwise vorticity
:,=o.3, concentrations are created above
• the stagantion points. These
_. are caus d by the di ferenc
!|IHKi! J;velocity between the slowedi down fluid and tile fluid flowing/ ,=o°4s above it which is not sloweddown. This disturbance motion
-- - " which characterizes the secondary
....... t instability is excited downstream
x=o._m (Fig. 49) until the picture of
Fig. 49. Excitation over time a pronounced transverse vortex
shows up in a vertical section
of an individual secondary in- (x-y plane) through its center.
stability on its path down-
stream up to the formation of The frequency of the fluctuations
a pronounced spanwise vortex, in velocity acting as stagantion
Photographed by a camera tra- points was determined to be about
veiling with the model. R = 12.5 Hz at amplitudes up to
I m; U® = 0.18 m/s; K = 141; 0.3 U®.
x S - 0.45 m; YS/6 = 0.25; 5.6.3 Sinuous Motion of the
GS " 6.1; camera velocity = Longitudinal Vortex Streeta0.8"U . (Even at the greatest .....
possible picture-taking rate
of 64 frames per second with in the boundary layer flow
the Bolex camera used a cer- disturbed by primary and secondary
taln amount of movement blur instabilities a serpentining of
could not be avoided As a the longitudinal vortex streets
' can often be observed (Fig. 50).
result, especially the bubbles Such a phenomenon is already
present in lower density in familiar from photographs of
the vicinity of the wall are boundary laye_ flows which have
lost.) been disturbed by individual
roughness elements, from the
unstable Couette flow in the gap of a Taylor cFllnder and also
from boundary layer flows on heated walls (_on_ others,
P. Xdrac [41]). In this connection, the latter are especially
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Fig. 50. Boundary layer flow disturbed by primary
and secondary instabilities with serpentining longi-
tudinal vortex axes, visualized by continuous bubble
generation by a horizontal probe. R _ 1 m; U®
0.25 m/s; K _ 196; G = 8.2 (at x = 0.60 m);
xS = 0.45 m; ys/_= 0.2.
interestln_, since according to H. GSrtter E42_ and K. Kirch-
g_ssner E43J a direct analogy exists between the possible
instabilities on heated walls and on concave walls. With
. regard to the experiments Just on concave walls, the sinuous
motion can certainly be perceived in the smoke thread photo-
graphs by I. Tani and J. Sakagami Ell3, but it is not mentioned
in the text of the article in question. In addition, Wortmann
has discussed another oscillatory motion in E143 which he
designates as an instability of the third order. It was
excited artificially by an airfoil making rotary oscillations
and about two periods following its creation It resulted in the
laminar-turbulent transition.
In the experiment under discussion it was not possible to /173
directly visualize how the laminar-turbulent transition is
brought about by the sinuous motion (Figs. 30 and 52). Neverthe-
less, the question must _emain unanswered of whether in this
case an instability of the third order is really involved or
merely a secondary phenomenon of the secondary instability.
The latter possibility seems to be indicated by the fact that the
serpentining is often, but not necessarily, linked with the
formation of the spanwise vortex. Even in an instantaneous flow
photograph, like that shown in Fig. 50, straight longitudinal
60
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Fig. 51. Stereophntomraph of a laminary boundary layer
flow disturbed by primary and secondary instabilities,
R - i m} U®- 0.28 m/s; K = 218; G - 8.4 (top half of
picture); xS - 0.45 m; yS/6 = 0.2.
vortex streets can also be seen along with undulating streets.
The same is true for the pictures made by I. Tans and J. Saka-
gami [11] and for the pictures made in th_ visualization
experiments on h_ated walls. A regular sinuous motion can be
found only with the Taylor cyliners where the flew can flow only
laterally past the possibly occurring stagnatZon points. The
se:-pentlning is missing almost completely in the photograph
shown in Fig. _I. The reason for this may be that in this c_se
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Pig, 52. Laminar-turbulent transition brought abou'
by the sinuous motion of the longitudinal vortex ax_.
H = I m; U= = 0.30 m/s; K = 230; G = 8.5 (in the
transition zone); x S = 0.4 m; ys/6 =0.2.
-- the wavelength stands in a particularly favorable _atio to the /iJ____5
boundary layer thickness. Under these conditions, an especially
regular flow field is in fact also always formed. If this
does not happen, i.e. if somewhere the flow preferably goes
around the stagnation points on one side, then this initiates
a serpentine motion. However, if such a motion is once excited,
then it intensifies downstream until the latte "al deflection
.. of the longitudinal vortex axis has become so sharp that the
A direction of motion can no longer reverse itself (Figs 30 and
52). From this point on the ordered bubble structures vanish
entirely and the boundary layer becomes turbulent.
Finally, to clarify whether the sinuous motion is a
necessarily forming instability of the third order or a necessary
step in the laminar-turbulent transition, it will be attempted
in later experiments to stabilize the longitudinal vortex
fields so that serpenting of the vortex axes is prevented as
much as possible. In this way ft would be possible to det_rmlne
whether also the secondary instability with further excitation
is capable of producing the lamlnar-turbulent transition.
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6. Summar_ !I7____6
i
In order to round out the experimental studies conducted
in the past on concave walls a special effort was made in these
experiments to discover the dire_t effect of a longitudinal _
vortex disturbance on the laminary-turbulent transition. It was
therefore necessary to try to avoid as f r as possible ether
disturbances such as Tollmien-Schlichting waves. We succeeded
in this to a large degree by selec_in_ wal_s of especially severe
curvature (R = 0.5 m and R = 1 m). In the boundary layer of
these walls the instability caused by tho _entrlfugal force is
so strong that at small velocities the laminar flow already
becomes unstable with respect to 2ounter rotating longitudinal
vortex pairs and the turbulent transition occurs before it
becomes unstable with respect to Tollmien-Schllchting waves
according to the linearlzed theory.
- In carrying out the experiments the disturbances w_re flrst
visualized using the hydrogen bubble method. These disturbances
develop naturally in the unstable boundary layer. Thcy have a
three-dimensional character and exhibit _he periodicity tn the
_ span direction assumed in the theory. The same result turned up
when the oncoming flow was superimoosed by any incipient dis-
turbances in an isotropic distrubution produced by a screen in
front of the model. The greater regularity of the flo_ f_eld
obtained by this arrangemen_ made it possible to determined the
w_¢elength of the longitudinal vortes disturbance under the
experimental conditicns in each case. In addition, it was also
.... possible to establish a relationship, explained by the linearized
theory, between the wavelength and the oncoming flow velocity
and the curvature of the mo_el.
By introducing a new disturbance generator in the form of
hot wires we created, on the one hand, a reproducible flow
field suitable for measurements and, on the other hand, we low
uscceeded in producing incipient dIJturbnaces which were small
enough so that we could carry ou_ further conparIsons between
experiments a_d the linear _heory. These comparisons concern
the form of the three-dlmenslonal instability, the effect of the
magnitude of the wall curvature, the right branch of the neutral
curve, the dependency of excitation on wavelength and the
development of the excitation downstream.
S_ereophotographs were produced in order to determine the
boundary layer phenomena in three dimensions. Photogrammetric
analyslz of these photographs made it possible to determine the
magnltuCe and dlrection of the velocity in t_e flow visualized
by hydrc_sTenbubbles. Thus it was possible for the first tlme
to con_l_?tely represent the three-dlmensional deveSopment of the
distuz.bs_ces. The difficulty of producing a total Flcture of
the flow field from point-d_termined test values was avoided.
=w
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In the course of the non-linear development of the longi- /177
tudinal vortex disturbance a secondary instability was observed.
It arises where the u component of the primary disturbance is
directed against the oncoming flow and iT makes the boundary
layer profile unstable. Like the Tollmie -Shclichting wav s,
it possesses a periodicity in time, but it differs from Tollmien-
Schlichting waves in terms of its three-dlmensional character.
Using hot-wire measurements with _Imultaneous visualization we
succeeded in showing that the secondary flows are strictly
limited to the longitudinal zones of smaller velocity U. They
can first be detected by a stagnation emanating from the surface.
Spanwise vorticity concentrations then form above the stagantion
points due to the difference in velocity between the slowed down
and non-slowed down particles of fluid. These spanwise vorticity
concentrations are first of all reflected as zones of increase_
- shear and later, in the course of their excitatlon, they trigger
a rolling process. The latter results ira bend in the shear
layer and ultimately leads to pronounced spanwise vortex
structures.
I So for it has not been possible to determine the directeffect c the secondary instability on th lamlnar-turbulent
transition, since the transition is triggered prematurely by a
new additional disturbance motion. This always turns up where
the flow around a stagnation point is not symmetrical but rather
predominates on one side. This causes a lateral deflection of
the corresponding longitudinal vortex axis and specifically
excites a sinuous motion of the same which grows contirually
stronger downstream until ultimately the vortex street_ flutter
away and t_ boundary layer becomes turbulent. In order to
determine the direct effect of the secondary instability on the
transition it will be attempted in later experiments to stabilize
the longitudinal vortex streets using artificial means. In a
like manner, a theoretical study of the stability of longitudinal
vortex streets with and without secondary disturbances with
respect to serpentlning could contribute to the further clari-
fication of this problem.
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